2015 REGISTRATIONS
The registration process is only as good as the people who register
their plants, and the quality of the information that they provide. I
want to thank all who have taken the time to make this an
informative and educational effort. There are 171 new registrations
for 2015; for a total of 5630 registered hostas.
The effort continues to be invigorated by the in-depth research and
knowledge of W. George Schmid, Warren Pollock, and starting late
this year, Don Rawson.
As the comprehensive index has become excessively long, due to the
large number of recent registrations, the index will be published
exclusively online.
Name Reservation: The International Code of Nomenclature for
Cultivated Plants (“ICNCP” or “Code”) has no provision for name
reservations and each plant society has developed its own policy. To
alleviate any further confusion, The American Hosta Society
(“AHS”) has adopted a formal policy on name reservation.
New AHS Name Reservation Policy: A hosta cultivar name can be
reserved with the AHS Registrar. The reserved name does not
require descriptive information, will be protected for a one time
period of three years from date of receipt, and requires paying a $10
reservation fee. The reserved name may not be displayed in gardens
nor used in print before registration with the AHS and Registrar
publication. A maximum of 6 cultivar name reservations may be
held concurrently by a registrant.
If the name was established under the ways allowed under the Code,
such as a Plant Patent, that would supersede any reservation. Thus,
again a reservation is NOT a guarantee, simply a place holder until
you get your paperwork in, and then hope that you are first with the
paperwork and there is no Plant Patent or Plant Breeder’s rights
established. Further, you should note there are some other ways of
establishing that could also supersede a reservation, but those are so
detailed that they will be left to the operation of the Registrar and the
Nomenclature Committee.
For example a nursery catalogue might be sufficient to establish a
name such that no one else could register a plant using that name.
The guidance that has been published which accompanies the Code
states:
“The description can be brief but it is most useful if it makes clear
how the new cultivar differs from others. Many cultivars are first
described in nursery catalogues but magazines, newsletters and other
publications are equally valid as long as they are publicly distributed and generally available (emphasis added). Where a catalogue
is only available online effective publication can still be made by
printing off at least two copies and lodging them with a designated
library.”
This is allowed but note there are two caveats, generally electronic
catalogues themselves are insufficient to achieve establishment, and
further, if electronically published, at least two (“hard”) copies must
be printed and lodged with a designated library. (Designated here
means a regularly recognized horticultural library – usually one that
maintains herbarium specimens.) Secondly, the key phrase above
highlighted but bears repeating: “as long as they are publicly distributed and generally available.” Some catalogues, especially
those that go to thousands of people and to people beyond just the
AHS roster would probably comply, but I am hard pressed to consider most hosta catalogues widespread, or generally available. Thus
the need for the Registrar in consultation with the Nomenclature
Committee is evident in borderline circumstances.

know so that I can research the matter and make appropriate changes
to the record.
To clarify matters as many have asked, where it is a clear typographical error made by the Registrar in recording the data, changes can
be made with little effort. However, where the data was contained
on the original registration form the Registrar must first attempt to
contact the original registrant to approve the changes. Thus, even
though a change should be made as correct information is now
known there may be reasons why the change was not made, and in
fact the Registrar may be prohibited from making the changes.
Nonetheless, I encourage you to bring any items that do not make
sense to you to my attention. This year’s corrections and Additions may be found immediately following registrations on page
24.
Plant Patents, Plant Breeder’s Rights and Establishment: Article 31.2 of the Code (8th Edition; 2009) under Article 31. Rejection
of Names: "... the name of a cultivar accepted and published by a
statutory plant registration authority, even if using alternative terminology must not be rejected under the provisions of this Code."
In keeping with this provision, included on pages 25 to 26 is a table
of hostas that have been processed under one of these legislative
authorities. The table also indicates those which have already been
registered. Those which have not been registered have been established and thus, those names although, not registered, are not available for use by any other person.
Plant Patent Applied For (“PPAF”): The U.S. Patent Office now
only publishes patent applications if the applicants request that the
filings be published. Otherwise applications are not available until
the patents are granted, when patent numbers with dates are issued.
On occasion people registering hostas intended to file for plant patents, but then did not. This has resulted in the Hosta Registry incorrectly representing some hostas as PPAF. Thus starting in 2010, the
DATES of the actual U.S. patent application filings must be supplied
to the Registrar by the hosta registrants for their plants to be listed as
PPAF. Note that PPAF does not necessarily mean a U.S. plant patent is forthcoming. The Patent Office may determine the application not patentable or the application may be abandoned.
Thanks: The editing of Don Rawson, W. George Schmid and Warren Pollock is acknowledged and greatly appreciated. Further, portions of the above introduction have been excerpted from various
emails between them and me.
As I am stepping down after 20 years of being involved in the registration process, and the last 12 as Registrar for the Genus Hosta I
wish to say:
So long, farewell, auf Wiedersehen, goodbye
I leave and heave a sigh and say goodbye -- Goodbye!
I'm glad to go, I cannot tell a lie
I flit, I float, I fleetly flee, I fly
So long, farewell, auf Wiedersehen, goodbye
Goodbye, goodbye, goodbye
Thus, please note all future correspondence should be submitted to:
Gayle Hartley Alley, Registrar
33001 E. 155th Street
Pleasant Hill, MO 64080
(816) 697-2007

Direct Questions to:
GiboshiGayle@gmail.com
Email Registrations to:
HostaRegistry@gmail.com

Respectfully submitted,

Data Base “Errors” (and their correction): Again, I encourage
anyone finding what is believed to be errors to write me and let me
Kevin P. Walek, International Registrar for the Genus Hosta
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H. ‘Academy Beech Leaf Stack’
S. Chamberlain (ONIR)
Plant: 40 in. (101.6 cm) diameter; 14 in. (35.6 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7 in. (17.8 cm) long; 5.5 in. (14cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein pairs,
yellow, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath,
broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly corrugated, moderately
flat.
Scape: 20 to 27 in. (50.8 to 68.6 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, pale lavender, medium lavender striping, tubular, Manlius, NY, 6/28-7/23-7/29.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original seedling, 9 years old, Manlius, NY.
Notable Characteristics: congested (no visible petioles and the
leaves completely obscuring what is underneath) yellow with rippled
leaf margins.
Parentage: (H. ‘Granary Gold’ × unknown).
Seasonal Color: yellow becomes light green with season.
H. ‘Academy Dark Space’
S. Chamberlain (ONIR)
Plant: 40 in. (101.6 cm) diameter; 16 in. (40.6 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7.5 in. (19.1 cm) long; 4.5 in. (11.4 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs,
medium blue-green, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate with a rounded base, lightly wavy.
Scape: 26 to 30 in. (66 to 76.2 cm) tall, medium green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, medium lavender, pale purple striping,
tubular, Manlius, NY, 7/15-8/14-8/19.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod medium green.
Clump History: original sport, 6 years old, Manlius, NY.
Notable Characteristics: blue green with wavy leaves.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Dark Star’
H. ‘Academy Green Bid Paddles’
S. Chamberlain (ONIR)
Plant: 56 in. (142.2 cm) diameter; 24 in. (61 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 10 in. (25.4 cm) long; 6 in. (15.2 cm) wide; 10 vein pairs, dark
green, flat, very shiny on top, very shiny underneath, ovate with a
rounded base, moderately flat.
Scape: 23 to 37 in. (58.4 to 94 cm) tall, medium green.
Flower: 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) long, medium lavender, pale purple striping, tubular, Manlius, NY, 7/16-8/8 -8/12.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod light green.
Clump History: original seedling, 8 years old, Manlius, NY.
Notable Characteristics: medium to large green with leaves sticking out in all directions.
Parentage: (H. ‘Bill Brinka’ × unknown)
H. ‘Academy Halo Standard’
S. Chamberlain (ONIR)
Plant: 48 in. (121.9 cm) diameter; 20 in. (50.8 cm) high; moundlike; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 6 in. (15.2 cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein pairs,
light green; .125 to 1.25 in. (.3 to 3.2 cm) wide, flat, creamy white
margin, dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate
base, moderately corrugated, moderately flat, petiole light green
with narrow creamy white edge.
Scape: 20 to 28 in. (50.8 to 71.1 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) long, pale lavender, medium lavender
internal striping, tubular, Manlius, NY, 7/16-8/7 -8/12.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original sport, 6 years old, Manlius, NY.
Notable Characteristics: open clump with light green center and
creamy white margin.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Gold Standard’
H. ‘Academy Lime Vuvuzela’
S. Chamberlain (ONIR)
Plant: 48 in. (121.9 cm) diameter; 28 in. (71.1 cm) high; upright;
fast growth rate.
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Leaf: 13 in. (33 cm) long; 8 in. (20.3 cm) wide; 14 to 15 vein pairs,
greenish yellow, flat, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, ovate
with a rounded base, lightly cupped, lightly corrugated.
Scape: 32 to 41 in. (81.3 to 104.1 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) long, pale lavender, medium lavender
internal striping, tubular, Manlius, NY, 6/20-7/20-7/30.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, seed pod medium green.
Clump History: second generation division, 4 years old, Manlius,
NY.
Notable Characteristics: light green; vase-shaped with profuse
flowers.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Gold Regal’
Seasonal Color: becomes greener as season progresses.
H. ‘Academy Purple Orb’
S. Chamberlain (ONIR)
Plant: 24 in. (61 cm) diameter; 14 in. (35.6 cm) high; rhizomatous;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 6 in. (15.2 cm) long; 4.5 in. (11.4 cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein pairs,
medium green, flat, very shiny on top, and underneath, broadly ovate
with a rounded base, lightly folded.
Scape: 17 to 29 in. (43.2 to 73.7 cm) tall, medium green.
Flower: 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) long, medium lavender, pale purple internal striping, tubular, Manlius, NY, 7/16-8/6 -8/11.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old, Manlius, NY.
Notable Characteristics: small with shiny green leaves, thick
scapes and purple bud heads.
Parentage: (H. ‘Sum and Substance’ × unknown)
H. ‘Academy Rumpled Beast’
S. Chamberlain (ONIR)
Plant: 54 in. (137.2 cm) diameter; 24 in. (61 cm) high; upright; fast
growth rate.
Leaf: 10 in. (25.4 cm) long; 8 in. (20.3 cm) wide; 12 to 13 vein
pairs, intensely dark blue-green, slightly rippled, dull on top and
underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, moderately cupped,
lightly wavy, moderately corrugated.
Scape: 23 to 28 in. (58.4 to 71.1 cm) tall, medium green.
Flower: 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) long, near white, pale lavender internal
striping, tubular, Manlius, NY, 7/10-7/23-7/30.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod medium green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Manlius, NY.
Notable Characteristics: large blue-green, untidy clump with
cupped and rumpled leaves.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Academy Soaring Rugosity’
S. Chamberlain (ONIR)
Plant: 40 in. (101.6 cm) diameter; 20 in. (50.8 cm) high; upright;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 6 in. (15.2 cm) wide; 7 vein pairs, medium green, flat, slightly shiny on top and underneath, broadly ovate
with a flat base, moderately cupped, intensely corrugated, petiole
reddish spotting at base, medium green with light green center.
Scape: 26 to 27 in. (66 to 68.6 cm) tall, medium green.
Flower: 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) long, pale lavender, medium lavender internal striping, tubular, Manlius, NY, 7/10-7/30-8/2.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Manlius, NY.
Notable Characteristics: medium bright green, very rugose, vaseshaped.
Parentage: (H. ‘Sum and Substance’ × unknown)
H. ‘Academy Subtle Sally’
S. Chamberlain (ONIR)
Plant: 16 in. (40.6 cm) diameter; 8 in. (20.3 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) long; 3 in. (7.6 cm) wide; 6 vein pairs, medium green, .25 in. (.6 cm) wide, slightly rippled, creamy white margin, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate with a
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rounded base, moderately flat, petiole red spotting at base, medium
green with thin creamy white edge.
Scape: 9 to 13 in. (22.9 to 33 cm) tall, medium green.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, pale lavender, medium lavender internal
striping, tubular, Manlius, NY, 7/15-7/30-8/4.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Manlius, NY.
Notable Characteristics: small round mound with clean edge variegation.
Parentage: (unregistered streaked plant × unknown)

Scape: 17 to 25 in. (43.2 to 63.5 cm) tall, red.
Flower: 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Winchester,
New Zealand, 1/25-2/5 -2/25.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod light green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: elegant stance, pink to red scapes into
buds, red stems into leaves, scapes and leaves arch.
Parentage: (H. ‘Maya Kingsnake’ × unknown)
Seasonal Color: greens up, leaves lose red as season progresses.

H. ‘Academy Yellow Vuvuzela’
S. Chamberlain (ONIR)
Plant: 44 in. (111.8 cm) diameter; 24 in. (61 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 5 in. (12.7 cm) wide; 12 vein pairs, yellow, flat, slightly shiny on top and underneath, ovate with a rounded
base, lightly cupped.
Scape: 31 to 41 in. (78.7 to 104.1 cm) tall, greenish yellow.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, pale lavender, medium lavender internal
striping, tubular, Manlius, NY, 7/4 -7/25-8/1.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod medium green.
Clump History: original seedling, 8 years old, Manlius, NY.
Notable Characteristics: strongly upright, viridescent yellow.
Parentage: Unknown
Seasonal Color: yellow becomes greenish yellow as season progresses.

H. ‘Andromeda’
D. Godfrey-Smith (ONIR)
Plant: 15.75 in. (40 cm) diameter; 8 in. (20.3 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 6 in. (15.2 cm) long; 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs,
streaked shades of green to white, slightly rippled, dull on top, ovate
with a rounded base, moderately wavy, lightly corrugated, petiole
streaked with shades of green to white.
Scape: 15.75 to 21.625 in. (40 to 55 cm) tall, streaked green and
white.
Flower: 1.625 in. (4.1 cm) long, near white, tubular, Ottawa, Ont.,
Canada, 6/20-7/1-7/15.
Seed: sets viable seed; solid or streaked green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Ottawa, Ont., Canada.
Notable Characteristics: very heavily streaked and mottled with
shades from dark through light green and some yellow to pure white,
very heavy substance.
Parentage: (H. ‘Spilt Milk’ × H. ‘Spilt Milk’)

H. ‘All Bright’
M. Gilligan (ONIR)
Plant: 14.5 in. (36.8 cm) diameter; 7.5 in. (19.1 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 5 in. (12.7 cm) long; 3 in. (7.6 cm) wide; 6 to 8 vein pairs,
yellow, heavily rippled, dull on top, glaucous bloom underneath,
ovate with a flat base, deeply wavy, petiole with deep grooves and
waves.
Scape: 19 to 21 in. (48.3 to 53.3 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) long, pale lavender, pale matte lavender,
tubular, Winchester, New Zealand, 12/15-1/1 -1/10.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod light green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: dainty, neat growth with very wavy
leaves, bright color.
Parentage: (H. ‘Are You There’ × H. ‘Shining Tot’)
H. ‘Aloha’

M. Zilis (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 30 in. (76.2 cm) diameter; 18 in. (45.7 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs,
dark green, flat, yellow margin of variable width, slightly shiny on
top, glaucous bloom underneath, narrowly elliptic with a tapered
base, moderately wavy.
Flower: pale lavender; Dubuque, IA; Aug 15 to Oct 1.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original sport, 3 years old, obtained from the originator, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: dark green centered with yellow margin
and very thick substance.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Hawaiian Luau’
H. ‘Anaconda’
A. Scheer & M. Gilligan (O), M. Gilligan (NIR)
Plant: 32 in. (81.3 cm) diameter; 14 in. (35.6 cm) high; upright; fast
growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 6 in. (15.2 cm) wide; 7 to 9 vein pairs,
greenish yellow, slightly rippled, dull on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly wavy, petiole red into leaves,
arched.
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H. ‘Armani’ D. Van Eechaute (ONIR)
Plant: 44.125 in. (112.1 cm) diameter; 20.125; (51.1 cm) high;
mound-like; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 12.25 in. (31.1 cm) long; 9.75 in. (24.8 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs,
dark green, heavily rippled, slightly shiny on top and underneath,
broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly wavy, petiole red.
Scape: 29.875 to 38.25 in. (75.9 to 97.2 cm) tall, red.
Flower: 1.875 in. (4.7 cm) long, tubular, Astene-Deinze, Belgium,
7/22-8/2 -8/24.
Seed: sets viable seed; green.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Astene-Deinze, Belgium.
Notable Characteristics: large size having red petioles.
Parentage: (H. ‘Maya Kingsnake’ × H. ‘Blue Wonder’)
H. ‘Baby Toes’

M. Zilis (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 12 in. (30.5 cm) diameter; 7 in. (17.8 cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long; 2 in. (5.1 cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein pairs, medium green, flat, dull on top, slightly shiny underneath, broadly
ovate with twisted tip and cordate base.
Flower: pale lavender, Dubuque, IA, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown.
Clump History: original sport, 2 years Clump obtained from the
originator, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: small mound of heart-shaped leaves look
like baby’s toes.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Baby Booties’
H. ‘Banana Pepper’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 34 in. (86.4 cm) diameter; 19 in. (48.2 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9.5 in. (24.1 cm) long; 7.75 in. (19.7 cm) wide; 16 vein pairs,
greenish yellow, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top, glaucous
bloom underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, moderately
cupped, lightly folded, lightly wavy, moderately corrugated.
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Scape: 13 to 16 in. (33 to 40.6 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, near white, tubular, Colesburg, IA, 7/1 7/17-7/25.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: unique look.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: yellows as season progresses.
H. ‘Bayside Regal’
G. Hicks (OIR), S. Hicks (N)
Plant: 31 in. (78.7 cm) diameter; 17 in. (43.2 cm) high; upright.
Leaf: 5.5 in. (14 cm) long; 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) wide; 14 to 15 vein pairs,
dark green, slightly rippled, dull on top, slightly shiny underneath,
ovate with a flat base, lightly cupped, moderately folded, lightly
wavy.
Scape: 33 to 36 in. (83.8 to 91.4 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, deep purple, darker purple striping,
tubular, Edgecomb, ME, 7/25-8/10-8/25.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Edgecomb, ME.
Notable Characteristics: unusual parentage, most fertile of three
pod siblings.
Parentage: (H. ‘Abiqua Drinking Gourd’ × H. ‘Empress Wu’)
Seasonal Color: slightly blue green in early season.
H. ‘Bea’s Heartstrings’
A. Artley (ONIR)
Plant: 24 in. (61 cm) diameter; 8 in. (20.3 cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 1.25 in. (3.2 cm) long; 1 in. (2.54 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs, medium green, flat, slightly shiny on top, ovate with a cordate base,
flat.
Scape: 12 to 14 in. (30.5 to 35.6 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) long, pale purple, tubular, Waynesville,
NC, 6/1 -6/15-7/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: 2nd generation clump, 20 years old with unknown
history, Waynesville, NC.
Notable Characteristics: very hardy.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Bella Noche’
E. McHugh (ONIR)
Plant: 18 in. (45.7 cm) diameter; 14 in. (35.6 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7 in. (17.8 cm) long; 5 in. (12.7 cm) wide; 8 to 10 vein pairs,
green streaked greenish yellow, pale yellow, dark green, flat, slightly
shiny on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base,
lightly flat.
Scape: 15 to 24 in. (38.1 to 61 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, pale lavender, light striping, tubular,
Sicklerville, NJ, July 15 to Aug 15, 7/11-7/20-7/27.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: the original sport, 5 years old, Sicklerville, NJ.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Striptease’
Seasonal Color: lighter areas will get lighter while the dark areas
get darker as season progresses.
H. ‘Bellbird’
R. Dawber (OI), M. Gilligan (NR)
Plant: 26 in. (66 cm) diameter; 18 in. (45.7 cm) high; upright; fast
growth rate.
Leaf: 6.5 in. (16.5 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 7 to 9 vein pairs,
medium green, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top and underneath,
ovate with a cordate base, lightly wavy, petiole erect.
Scape: 37 to 40 in. (94 to 101.6 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, medium lavender, translucent edges,
lavender center stripes, tubular, North Christ Church, New Zealand,
12/23-1/7 -1/30.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod green.
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Clump History: 1st generation division seedling, 9 years old, obtained from the originator, North Christ Church, New Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: long scapes, tall and slender with many
flowers.
Parentage: H. longipes open pollinated
H. ‘Bellville’
V. Wade & D. Ward (ONI), D. & J. Ward (R)
Plant: 29 in. (73.7 cm) diameter; 16 in. (40.6 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 10 in. (25.4 cm) long; 9 in. (22.9 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs, medium green, 1 in. (2.5 cm) wide, slightly rippled, pale yellow margin, dull on top and underneath, cordate base, lightly wavy.
Scape: 29 in. (73.7 cm) tall, green.
Flower: .75 in. (1.9 cm) long, near white, tubular, Bellville, OH,
6/15-6/25-7/7.
Seed: seed set unknown, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: attractive leaf variegation.
Parentage: (H. ‘Hearts and Flowers’ × unknown)
H. ‘Bellville Giant’ V. Wade (OI), D. Ward (N), D. & J. Ward (R)
Plant: 48 in. (121.9 cm) diameter; 32 in. (81.3 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 18 in. (45.7 cm) long; 14 in. (35.6 cm) wide; 16 vein pairs,
intensely blue-green, flat, dull on top,, dull underneath, broadly
ovate with a cordate base, intensely corrugated.
Scape: 40 in. (101.6 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, near white, bell, Bellville, OH, 6/156/22-7/2.
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: huge, dark, heavily corrugated leaf.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Bellville Magic’
D. & J. Ward (ONIR)
Plant: 34 in. (86.4 cm) diameter; 26 in. (66 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 12 in. (30.5 cm) long; 11 in. (27.9 cm) wide; 16 vein pairs,
dark green, slightly rippled, dull on top and underneath, nearly round
with a cordate base, moderately wavy, moderately corrugated.
Scape: 26 in. (66 cm) tall.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, pale lavender, bell, Bellville, OH, 6/156/22-6/30.
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 8 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: large corrugated leaves, blue changes to
green with season.
Parentage: (H. ‘Pin Stripe Sister’ × unknown)
Seasonal Color: bluish early.
H. ‘Ben’

M. Zilis (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 38 in. (96.5 cm) diameter; 28 in. (71.1 cm) high; upright; fast
growth rate.
Leaf: 11 in. (27.9 cm) long; 9 in. (22.9 cm) wide; 13 vein pairs,
medium green, heavily rippled, slightly shiny on top, very shiny
underneath, broadly ovate with a twisted tip and a cordate base,
deeply wavy, moderately corrugated.
Flower: pale lavender, tubular, Dubuque, IA, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old obtained from the
originator, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: large, upright, piecrust edges, deep veins,
uniquely swirled flowers.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
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H. ‘Big Beauty’
P. de Rooij (ONIR)
Plant: 54.75 in. (139.1 cm) diameter; 30.25 in. (76.8 cm) high;
mound-like; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 16 in. (40.6 cm) long; 12.675 in. (32.2 cm) wide; 13 to 14 vein
pairs, medium green, 2 in. (5.1 cm) wide, flat, creamy white margin,
dull on top, glaucous bloom underneath, nearly round with a cordate
base, lightly corrugated, moderately flat.
Scape: 33.25 to 41.75 in. (84.5 to 106 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Sprundel, The
Netherlands, 6/24-7/2 -7/27.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 9 years old, Sprundel, The Netherlands.
Notable Characteristics: giant with very broad leaf margin.
Parentage: (Streaked sport of H. ‘Grey Cole’ x open pollinated)
H. ‘Big Deal’
D. & J. Ward (ONIR)
Plant: 57 in. (144.8 cm) diameter; 27 in. (68.6 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 14 in. (35.6 cm) long; 11 in. (27.9 cm) wide; 12 vein pairs,
medium green, slightly rippled, dull on top and underneath, ovate
with a cordate base, moderately wavy.
Scape: 40 in. (101.6 cm) tall.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, pale lavender, bell, Bellville, OH, June
1 to July 15.
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: huge plant with H. montana shaped
leaves, tall bloom scapes.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Black Light’
D. Van Eechaute (ONIR)
Plant: 16.5 in. (41.9 cm) diameter; 11.375 in. (29 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 6.125 in. (15.6 cm) long; 2.875 in. (7.3 cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein
pairs, dark green, flat, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, ovate
with a rounded base, moderately flat, petiole intensely "black light"
purple color.
Scape: 15 to 18.125 in. (38.1 to 46 cm) tall, green with purple
speckles.
Flower: pale lavender, tubular, Astene-Deinze, Belgium, 7/24-8/3 8/17.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Astene-Deinze, Belgium.
Notable Characteristics: "black light" purple petioles.
Parentage: (H. ‘Dewed Steel’ × H. ‘Devon Green’)
H. ‘Blue Magoo’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 36 in. (91.4 cm) diameter; 23 in. (58.4 cm) high; upright.
Leaf: 8.75 in. (22.2 cm) long; 6.5 in. (16.5 cm) wide; 10 vein pairs,
streaked blue, green and yellow, slightly rippled, glaucous bloom on
top and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate, lightly cupped,
lightly twisted, lightly wavy, moderately corrugated, petiole has
yellow streaks.
Scape: 18 to 24 in. (45.7 to 61 cm) tall, streaked.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, pale lavender, striping, tubular, Colesburg, IA, 6/25-7/17-7/25.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod yellow.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: streaky.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: blue greens up as season progresses.
H. ‘Blue Moonlight Cup’ G. Hicks (OIR), S. Hicks (N)
Plant: 58 in. (147.3 cm) diameter; 32 in. (81.3 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
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Leaf: 15 in. (38.1 cm) long; 12 in. (30.5 cm) wide; 14 to 15 vein
pairs, intensely blue-green, flat, glaucous bloom on top and underneath, nearly round with a cordate base, deeply cupped, intensely
corrugated.
Scape: 49 to 52 in. (124.5 to 132.1 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, near white, tubular, Edgecomb, ME,
7/1-7/15-8/8.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Edgecomb, ME.
Notable Characteristics: large size, intense blue color, texture and
deeply cupped leaves.
Parentage: (H. ‘Krossa Regal’ × unknown)
Seasonal Color: blue slowly fades to dark green by mid-August.
H. ‘Bounty’
D. Van Eechaute (ONIR)
Plant: 9 in. (22.9 cm) diameter; 6.875 in. (17.5 cm) high; moundlike; slow growth rate.
Leaf: 3.125 in. (7.9 cm) long; 2.625 in. (6.7 cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein
pairs, creamy white, .75 in. (1.9 cm) wide, flat, slightly blue-green
margin, glaucous bloom on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a
cordate, moderately cupped.
Scape: 10.625 to 13.38 in. (27 to 34 cm) tall, greenish white.
Flower: 1.625 in. (4.1 cm) long, medium lavender, tubular, AsteneDeinze, Belgium, 7/20-7/29-8/12.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original sport, 6 years old, Astene-Deinze, Belgium.
Notable Characteristics: thick leaf, eye catching variegation, much
smaller than parent.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Lonesome Dove’
H. ‘Bri-Sun’
E. McHugh (ONIR)
Plant: 30 in. (76.2 cm) diameter; 15 in. (38.1 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 6 in. (15.2 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs,
yellow, heavily rippled, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath,
broadly ovate to nearly round with a cordate base, lightly corrugated,
petiole speckled early in season.
Scape: 24 to 30 in. (61 to 76.2 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) long, medium lavender, translucent edge,
tubular, Sicklerville, NJ, 7/22-7/30-8/7.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 4 years old, Sicklerville, NJ.
Notable Characteristics: bright yellow with rippled edge.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: darkens during the season.
H. ‘Brutus Buckeye’ V. Wade (OI), D. Ward (N), D. & J. Ward (R)
Plant: 60 in. (152.4 cm) diameter; 28 in. (71.1 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 13 in. (33 cm) long; 12 in. (30.5 cm) wide; 14 vein pairs, medium green, dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate
base, corrugated.
Scape: 40 in. (101.6 cm) tall, green.
Flower: near white, tubular, Bellville, OH, 6/15-6/22-7/1.
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 10 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: large corrugated green leaves.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Bubblicious’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 26 in. (66 cm) diameter; 11 in. (27.9 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 3.75 in. (9.5 cm) long; 3.25 in. (8.3 cm) wide; 7 vein pairs,
yellow, slightly rippled, dull on top, slightly shiny underneath, nearly round with a rounded base, lightly cupped, lightly twisted, lightly
wavy.
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Scape: 15 to 16 in. (38.1 to 40.6 cm) tall, yellow.
Flower: 2.25 in. (5.7 cm) long, pale purple, light white center dark
purple striping, tubular, Colesburg, IA, 6/20-7/5 -7/25.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod yellow.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: bubbly look.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: yellow less intense as season progresses.
H. ‘Burlesque’
A. Ritchey (ONIR)
Plant: 36 in. (91.4 cm) diameter; 16 in. (40.6 cm) high; mound-like;
medium to fast growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 6 to 7 vein pairs,
streaked white to green to blue-green, 1 to 1.5 in. (2.5 to 3.8 cm),
flat, medium blue-green margin, dull on top and underneath, ovate
with a tapered base, twisted, with white up the petiole.
Scape: 18 to 28 in. (45.7 to 71.1 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: 1.25 in. (3.2 cm) long, light pale lavender almost white,
tubular, Walworth, WI, 7/13-7/30-8/10.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: the original sport, 7 years old, Walworth, WI.
Notable Characteristics: four color leaf, substantially more white
in center.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Striptease’
H. ‘Busia’s Choice’
D. Savory (OIR), B. Byrne (N)
Plant: 12 in. (30.5 cm) diameter; 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 3.625 in. (9.2 cm) long; 2.375 in. (6 cm) wide; 4 to 5 vein
pairs, yellow to greenish yellow, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on
top, glaucous bloom underneath, broadly ovate, flat, petiole purplish
red.
Scape: 10 to 13.5 in. (25.4 to 34.3 cm) tall, pinkish.
Flower: 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Edina, MN,
9/5-9/15-9/25.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod greenish yellow.
Clump History: original seedling, 10 years old, Edina, MN.
Notable Characteristics: bright yellow in spring, rippled edges
with purplish petioles with red going into the leaf.
Parentage: (H. ‘Harry van de Laar’ × unknown)
Seasonal Color: becomes greenish yellow.
H. ‘Bye Bob’
R. Axmear & M. Gilligan (O), M. Gilligan (NIR)
Plant: 11.5 in. (29.2 cm) diameter; 6 in. (15.2 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) long; .75 in. (1.9 cm) wide; 4 to 6 vein pairs,
medium blue-green, heavily rippled, dull on top and underneath,
lance with a tapered base, deeply to intensely wavy and twisted,
petiole slight folded, twisted inward.
Scape: 9 to 10 in. (22.9 to 25.4 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2.25 in. (5.7 cm) long, near white, hint of pale lilac, midrib
stripe darker, tubular, Winchester, New Zealand, 1/10-1/31-2/10.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: small plant, twisted and folded upright
wavy leaves.
Parentage: (H. ‘Hyuga’ × unknown)
H. ‘Caesar Augustus’
D. & J. Ward (ONIR)
Plant: 12 in. (30.5 cm) diameter; 9 in. (22.9 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 4 in. (10.2 cm) long; 3 in. (7.6 cm) wide; 6 vein pairs, creamy
white, .5 in. (1.3 cm) wide, slightly rippled, medium green margin,
dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a rounded base,
moderately twisted.
Scape: 15 in. (38.1 cm) tall, green.
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Flower: .5 in. (1.3 cm) long, medium lavender, tubular, Columbus,
OH, 6/20-7/4-7/15.
Seed: seed set unknown, pod green.
Clump History: original sport, 2 years old, Columbus, OH.
Notable Characteristics: attractive small medio-variegated cultivar.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Little Caesar’
H. ‘Calico Cat’
D. & J. Ward (ONIR)
Plant: 29 in. (73.7 cm) diameter; 16 in. (40.6 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 10 in. (25.4 cm) long; 7 in. (17.8 cm) wide; 12 vein pairs, pale
yellow streaked medium green, slightly rippled, medium green margin, dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate, cordate base, flat.
Scape: 27 in. (68.6 cm) tall.
Flower: .75 in. (1.9 cm) long, near white, tubular, Bellville, OH,
6/27-7/14-7/20.
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 3 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: attractive variegation.
Parentage: (H. ‘Hearts and Flowers’ × unknown)
H. ‘Carmen Ohio’
D. & J. Ward (ONIR)
Plant: 12 in. (30.5 cm) diameter; 9 in. (22.9 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 6 in. (15.2 cm) long; 4.5 in. (11.4 cm) wide; 8 vein pairs, variable greens, slightly rippled, pure white margin, dull on top and
underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, flat.
Scape: 15 in. (38.1 cm) tall, green.
Flower: .75 in. (1.9 cm) long, near white, tubular, Bellville, OH,
6/20-6/30-7/15.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: center variable green, pale white margin.
Parentage: (H. ‘Hearts and Flowers’ × unknown)
H. ‘Champagne for All’
D. Van Eechaute (ONIR)
Plant: 18.25 in. (46.4 cm) diameter; 12.25 in. (31.1 cm) high;
mound-like; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 4.875 in. (12.4 cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein
pairs, creamy white, 1.625 in. (4.1 cm) wide, slightly rippled, dark
green margin, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate
with a rounded base, lightly wavy, petiole creamy white with green
margin.
Scape: 15 to 16.75 in. (38.1 to 42.5 cm) tall, creamy white.
Flower: 1.375 in. (3.5 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, AsteneDeinze, Belgium, 7/14-7/24-8/17.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod creamy white to greenish
white.
Clump History: original sport, 3 years old, Astene-Deinze, Belgium
Notable Characteristics: thicker leaf, broader leaf margin than
parent.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Champagne Toast’
H. ‘Cheese Louise’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 42 in. (106.7 cm) diameter; 28 in. (71.1 cm) high; upright.
Leaf: 14 in. (35.6 cm) long; 10 in. (25.4 cm) wide; 13 vein pairs,
greenish yellow, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly folded, lightly
wavy, moderately corrugated.
Scape: 28 to 43 in. (71.1 to 109.2 cm) tall, reddish green.
Flower: 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) long, near white, tubular, Colesburg, IA,
7/1 -7/17-7/30.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod light green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: big yellow.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: turns golden yellow with more sun.
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H. ‘Coal Black’

J. Schwarz (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 20 in. (50.8 cm) diameter; 15 in. (38.1 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 5.5 in. (14 cm) long; 5.5 in. (14cm) wide; 8 vein pairs, very
dark green, slightly rippled, very shiny on top, slightly shiny underneath, nearly round with a rounded base, lightly cupped, lightly corrugated.
Flower: pale lavender, tubular, Dubuque, IA, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original sport, 5 years old, obtained from the originator, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: dark green, round, rubbery, slightly
cupped.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Colesburg Sonny Boy’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 37 in. (94 cm) diameter; 19 in. (48.2 cm) high; mound-like.
Leaf: 8.5 in. (21.6 cm) long; 7 in. (17.8 cm) wide; 10 vein pairs,
yellow, 2.25 in. (5.7 cm) wide, slightly rippled, dark green margin,
slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate
base, lightly twisted, lightly wavy, moderately corrugated, yellow
streaks run down the petiole.
Scape: 22 to 28 in. (55.9 to 71.1 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, pale lavender, darker lavender center of
petal, tubular, Colesburg, IA, 7/10-7/25-8/10.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original sport, 8 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: wider margins than parent.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘September Sun’
Seasonal Color: green darkens as season progresses.
H. ‘Colesburg Wiggles’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 26 in. (66 cm) diameter; 14 in. (35.6 cm) high; upright to
mound-like.
Leaf: 6 in. (15.2 cm) long; 2 in. (5.1 cm) wide; 5 vein pairs, green,
.125 to .25 in. (.3 to .6 cm) wide, heavily rippled, yellow margin,
dull on top, slightly shiny underneath, lance with a tapered base,
lightly twisted, lightly folded, deeply wavy, yellow runs down petiole.
Scape: 16 to 26 in. (40.6 to 66 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2.25 in. (5.7 cm) long, pale purple, purple striping, tubular,
Colesburg, IA, 7/17-7/28-8/10.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod streaked.
Clump History: original seedling, 10 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: wavy mound.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: gets darker as season progresses.
H. ‘Compadre’
A. Ritchey (OIR), T. Ritchey (N)
Plant: 30 in. (76.2 cm) diameter; 16 in. (40.6 cm) high; mound-like,
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 3.75 in. (9.5 cm) long; 3 in. (7.6 cm) wide; 6 to 7 vein pairs,
greenish yellow, .75 in. (1.9 cm) wide, slightly rippled, dark green
margin, slightly shiny on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a
rounded base, flat.
Scape: 12 to 30 in. (30.5 to 76.2 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: 1.375 in. (3.5 cm) long, pale purple, striping inside jetting
out, tubular, Walworth, WI, 7/16-8/2 -8/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod medium green.
Clump History: original sport, 18 years old, Walworth, WI.
Notable Characteristics: substantially wider margin and heavier
substance than parent, slight rippled edge at maturity.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Emerald Tiara’
Seasonal Color: center intensely yellow early in the season.
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H. ‘Congratulations’
R. Johnson (ONIR)
Plant: 30 in. (76.2 cm) diameter; 20 in. (50.8 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 7.5 in. (19.1 cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein
pairs, creamy white, 2 in. (5.1 cm) wide, flat, dark green margin,
dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, flat.
Scape: 18 to 23 in. (45.7 to 58.4 cm) tall, green and white.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, near white, bell, Chaska, MN, 7/4-7/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green and white.
Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old, Chaska, MN.
Notable Characteristics: three-colored leaf, good substance.
Parentage: (H. ‘Dorothy Benedict’ × (H. Purple Verticulated Elf’
open pollinated))
H. ‘Cosmic Knuckles’
R. Kuenster (ONIR)
Plant: 40 in. (101.6 cm) diameter; 34 in. (86.4 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 11.5 in. (29.2 cm) long; 9.5 in. (24.1 cm) wide; 14 to 16 vein
pairs, dark green, heavily rippled, very shiny on top, slightly shiny
underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, moderately cupped,
deeply twisted, deeply wavy, deeply corrugated.
Scape: 40 to 44 in. (101.6 to 111.76 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) long, near white, tubular, Iowa City, IA,
7/7-8/1-8/25.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old, Iowa City, IA.
Notable Characteristics: very corrugated, unruly leaves.
Parentage: (H. ‘Fudge Ripple’ × H. ‘Website’)
H. ‘Cosmic Moon’
R. Kuenster (ONIR)
Plant: 38 in. (96.5 cm) diameter; 23 in. (58.4 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 10.25 in. (26 cm) long; 9 in. (22.9 cm) wide; 12 to 14 vein
pairs, intensely blue-green, slightly rippled, glaucous bloom on top
and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly cupped,
lightly folded, lightly wavy.
Scape: 30 to 36 in. (76.2 to 91.4 cm) tall, blue-green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, near white, tubular, Iowa City, IA,
7/20-8/1-8/20.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Iowa City, IA.
Notable Characteristics: large blue that holds color all season.
Parentage: (H. ‘Fudge Ripple’ × (H. ‘Blue Belly’ × H. ‘Bodacious
Blue’))
H. ‘Dani Adams’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 40 in. (101.6 cm) diameter; 28 in. (71.1 cm) high; upright.
Leaf: 9.5 in. (24.1 cm) long; 8 in. (20.3 cm) wide; 12 vein pairs,
streaked green and yellow, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top and
underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, moderately cupped,
lightly twisted, lightly wavy, moderately corrugated, petiole
streaked.
Scape: 32 to 42 in. (81.3 to 106.7 cm) tall, green streaked.
Flower: 2.25 in. (5.7 cm) long, near white, light lavender streaks,
tubular, Colesburg, IA, 7/1-7/22-8/5.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod streaked.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Deborah’

J. Schwarz (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 32 in. (81.3 cm) diameter; 22 in. (55.9 cm) high; upright; fast
growth rate.
Leaf: 7 in. (17.8 cm) long; 6 in. (15.2 cm) wide, dark green, 0 to 1
in. (0 to 2.5 cm) wide, creamy white margin, dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a twisted tip and a cordate base, moderately corrugated.
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Flower: pale lavender, tubular, Dubuque, IA, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, unknown history,
Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: large hosta with dark green center and a
1" variable edge.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: dark green center that changes to medium green.
H. ‘Don’t Look Back’
D. & J. Ward (ONIR)
Plant: 24 in. (61 cm) diameter; 9 in. (22.9 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7.5 in. (19.1 cm) long; 5 in. (12.7 cm) wide; 12 vein pairs,
medium green streaked white and pale yellow, slightly rippled, dull
on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly
wavy.
Scape: 26 in. (66 cm) tall.
Flower: .75 in. (1.9 cm) long, near white, tubular, Bellville, OH,
6/15-6/20-7/7.
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 3 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: attractive medio-variegation.
Parentage: (unknown × H. ‘Hearts and Flowers’)
H. ‘Enchanted Mist’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 12 in. (30.5 cm) diameter; 7 in. (17.8 cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 2.75 in. (7 cm) long; 2 in. (5.1 cm) wide; 6 vein pairs, medium green, 0 to .5 in. (0 to 1.3 cm) wide, flat, white margin, dull on
top, glaucous bloom underneath, nearly round with a flat base, flat,
petiole whitish green.
Scape: 12 to 14 in. (30.5 to 35.6 cm) tall, greenish white.
Flower: .875 in. (2.2 cm) long, pure white, tubular, Peosta, IA, 6/207/2 -7/15.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod light green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Peosta, IA.
Notable Characteristics: unique leaf shape and color pattern.
Parentage: (streaked Hackbarth seedling × unknown)
H. ‘Enchiladas’
G. Heemskerk (ONIR)
Plant: 31.5 in. (80 cm) diameter; 23.6 in. (60 cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 9.5 in. (24.1 cm) long; 7.875 in. (20cm) wide; 8 vein pairs,
yellow, 2 in. (5.1 cm) wide, flat, dark green margin, slightly shiny on
top and underneath, nearly rounded, cordate base, lightly corrugated.
Scape: 25.625 to 29.5 in. (65.1 to 74.9 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Noordwijk, Zuid
Holland, The Netherlands, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original sport, 3 years old obtained from the originator, Noordwijk, Zuid-Holland, The Netherlands.
Notable Characteristics: wide center, very fragrant.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Avocado’
H. ‘Eric’

J. Schwarz (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 33 in. (83.8 cm) diameter; 22 in. (55.9 cm) high; upright; fast
growth rate.
Leaf: 7 in. (17.8 cm) long; 6 in. (15.2 cm) wide; 11 vein pairs, medium green, flat, very shiny on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate
with a rounded base, lightly flat.
Flower: medium lavender, tubular, Dubuque, IA, Aug 15 to Oct 1.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: upright plant of extremely shiny medium
green that is deeply veined.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
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H. ‘Eros’
D. Van Eechaute (ONIR)
Plant: 24.75 in. (62.9 cm) diameter; 12.5 in. (31.8 cm) high; moundlike; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 6 in. (15.2 cm) long; 3.125 in. (7.9 cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein pairs,
medium green, .875 in. (2.2 cm) wide, flat, greenish white margin,
dull on top and underneath, ovate with a tapered base, moderately
flat.
Scape: 15.375 to 18.25 in. (39.1 to 46.4 cm) tall, medium green.
Flower: 1.625 in. (4.1 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, AsteneDeinze, Belgium, 7/12-7/24-8/16.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original sport, 4 years old, Astene-Deinze, Belgium.
Notable Characteristics: broader white line than on parent.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Yellow Polka Dot Bikini’
Seasonal Color: greenish white margin turns to medium green.
H. ‘Fluted Emerald Glass’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 30 in. (76.2 cm) diameter; 16 in. (40.6 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7.5 in. (19.1 cm) long; 3.75 in. (9.5 cm) wide; 6 vein pairs,
dark green, .25 to 1in. (.6 to 2.5 cm) wide, heavily rippled, golden
yellow margin, very shiny on top and underneath, elliptic with a
tapered base, moderately twisted, deeply wavy, lightly corrugated,
leaf margin runs down the petiole.
Scape: 16 to 28 in. (40.6 to 71.1 cm) tall, green.
Flower: medium lavender, spider, Colesburg, IA, 7/25-8/5-8/25.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: very shiny, streaked and rippled edge.
Parentage: (seedling × H. ‘Lakeside Looking Glass’)
H. ‘Forever Yours’

M. Chastain (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 29 in. (73.7 cm) diameter; 14 in. (35.6 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7 in. (17.8 cm) long; 5 in. (12.7 cm) wide; 7 vein pairs, medium to light green, .5 in. (1.3 cm) wide, moderately rippled, creamy
white margin, slightly shiny on top, elliptic with a tapered base,
moderately wavy.
Flower: pale purple tubular, Dubuque, IA, Aug 15 to Oct 1.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 8 years old obtained from the
originator, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: looks like a light green sister of H.
‘Lakeside Party Dress’.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Foundry Gold’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 48 in. (121.9 cm) diameter; 25 in. (63.5 cm) high; moundlike.
Leaf: 12 in. (30.5 cm) long; 10 in. (25.4 cm) wide; 16 vein pairs,
yellow, flat, dull on top, glaucous bloom underneath, broadly ovate
with a cordate base, lightly cupped, lightly folded, deeply corrugated.
Scape: 25 to 30 in. (63.5 to 76.2 cm) tall, light yellow.
Flower: 2.25 in. (5.7 cm) long, near white, tubular, Colesburg, IA,
6/5 -6/25-7/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod light yellow.
Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: light powder blue over yellow in spring.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: from spring color to bright yellow to light gold.
H. ‘Fountain Glass’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 38 in. (96.5 cm) diameter; 16 in. (40.6 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
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Leaf: 7 in. (17.8 cm) long; 5 in. (12.7 cm) wide; 7 vein pairs, dark
green, .5 in. (1.3 cm) wide, slightly rippled, golden yellow margin,
very shiny on top and underneath, ovate with a rounded base, lightly
twisted, lightly wavy, moderately corrugated, petiole somewhat red.
Scape: 22 to 26 in. (55.9 to 66 cm) tall, green with a hint of red.
Flower: 1.25 in. (3.2 cm) long, medium lavender, white starlike
back, spider, Colesburg, IA, 8/1-8/10-8/30.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green with red.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: shiny, wavy leaf and plant habit.
Parentage: (unregistered streaked seedling × H. ‘Lakeside Looking
Glass’)
H. ‘Franc and Ed’
E. Schulz (ONIR)
Plant: 40 in. (101.6 cm) diameter; 22 in. (55.9 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 11 in. (27.9 cm) long; 9 in. (22.9 cm) wide; 15 to 16 vein
pairs, intensely blue-green, slightly rippled, glaucous bloom on top
and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate to overlapping base,
lightly corrugated.
Scape: 22 to 26 in. (55.9 to 66 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, pure white, tubular, Peosta, IA, 6/307/10-7/20.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Peosta, IA.
Notable Characteristics: great substance and color.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Friar Fritz’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 64 in. (162.6 cm) diameter; 28 in. (71.1 cm) high; upright.
Leaf: 13.5 in. (34.3 cm) long; 12 in. (30.5 cm) wide; 14 vein pairs,
dark green, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath,
broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly cupped, lightly wavy,
lightly corrugated.
Scape: 64 to 72 in. (162.6 to 182.9 cm) tall.
Flower: 3 in. (7.6 cm) long, pure white, tubular, Colesburg, IA,
6/15-7/10-7/30.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Friendly Dragon’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 76 in. (193 cm) diameter; 36 in. (91.4 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 13.5 in. (34.3 cm) long; 9 in. (22.9 cm) wide; 14 vein pairs,
dark green, heavily rippled, slightly shiny on top, very shiny underneath, ovate with a cordate base, lightly twisted, moderately wavy.
Scape: 38 to 48 in. (96.5 to 121.9 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2.5 in. (64 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Colesburg, IA,
6/15-6/30-7/25.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod light green.
Clump History: original seedling, 8 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: upright wavy leaves.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: gets darker as season progresses.
H. ‘Frilly Frolic’
D. Dean (ONIR)
Plant: 59 in. (149.9 cm) diameter; 25 in. (63.5 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 15 in. (38.1 cm) long; 11 in. (27.9 cm) wide; 13 vein pairs,
slightly blue-green, heavy ripples, glaucous bloom on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly folded, lightly
twisted, intensely wavy, moderately corrugated, lightly flat.
Scape: 34 to 38 in. (86.4 to 96.5 cm) tall, medium green slightly
glaucous.
Flower: 2.125 in. (5.4 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Ramsey,
MN, 7/15-7/28-8/7.
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Seed: sets viable seed, pod medium green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 7 years old, Ramsey, MN.
Notable Characteristics: large heavily ruffled edge upon a bluegreen plant, quite sun tolerant, deeply impressed veins.
Parentage: (H. ‘Sea Frolic’ × H. kiyosumiensis)
H. ‘Frilly Lady’
B. Graves (ONIR)
Plant: 21 in. (53.3 cm) diameter; 11 in. (27.9 cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 5.5 in. (14cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein pairs,
light green, .5 to .75 in. (1.3 to 1.9 cm) wide, serrated, creamy white
margin, dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate to nearly round
with a rounded base, deeply wavy, petiole edged light creamy.
Scape: 26 to 28 in. (66 to 71.1 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) long, near white, tubular, Sylvania, OH,
7/8 -7/20-7/31.
Seed: sets viable seeds, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 6 years old, Sylvania, OH.
Notable Characteristics: wavy, serrated edges.
Parentage: (H. ‘Christmas Tree Gala’ × H. ‘Olga’)
H. ‘Gold River’ M. Zilis (O), K. Schwarz (N), J. Schwarz (IR)
Plant: 12 in. (30.5 cm) diameter; 9 in. (22.9 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 6 in. (15.2 cm) long; 2 in. (5.1 cm) wide, golden yellow, heavily rippled, slightly shiny on top and underneath, lance with a tapered base.
Flower: pale purple, tubular, Dubuque, IA, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original sport, 3 years old obtained from the originator, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: small mound of heavily rippled chartreuse
and yellow gold leaves.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Gila River’
H. ‘Grandpa’s Love’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 25 in. (63.5 cm) diameter; 14 in. (35.6 cm) high; upright.
Leaf: 6.5 in. (16.5 cm) long; 4.5 in. (11.4 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs,
dark green, .75 in. (1.9 cm) wide, flat, yellow margin, slightly shiny
on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly
cupped.
Scape: 16 to 22 in. (40.6 to 55.9 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2.25 in. (5.7 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Colesburg,
IA, 6/25-7/10-7/25.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: every leaf looks the same.
Parentage: (H. ‘Enchanted Mist’ × unknown)
H. ‘Gravity Rocks’

H. Philips & D, Van Eechaute (O),
H. Philips (N), D. Van Eechaute (IR)
Plant: 9.625 in. (24.4 cm) diameter; 8.25 in. (21 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 6.125 in. (15.6 cm) long; 2.125 in. (5.4 cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein
pairs, golden yellow, heavily rippled, intensely blue-green margin,
dull on top, glaucous bloom underneath, ovate with a rounded base,
lightly twisted, intensely wavy, petiole rippled.
Scape: 11.375 to 15.25 in. (28.9 to 38.7 cm) tall, medium green.
Flower: 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) long, medium lavender, tubular, AsteneDeinze, Belgium, 7/9 -7/16-8/3.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original sport, 3 years old, Astene-Deinze, Belgium.
Notable Characteristics: very rippled upright form.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Ripple Effect’
Seasonal Color: center turns to greenish yellow.
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H. ‘Green Lava’
E. Schulz (ONIR)
Plant: 38 in. (96.5 cm) diameter; 20 in. (50.8 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein pairs,
light green, slightly rippled, dull on top, glaucous bloom underneath,
lance with a tapered base, lightly twisted, moderately wavy, red
extends near leaf base, heavy wax on petiole and underside of leaf.
Scape: 20 to 30 in. (50.8 to 76.2 cm) tall, green and red.
Flower: 1.25 in. (3.2 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Peosta, IA,
8/1-8/25-9/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green with red stripes.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Peosta, IA.
Notable Characteristics: cascading mound with long flowing
leaves, red extending up bloom scape and petiole.
Parentage: (H. ‘Tequila Sunrise’ × unknown).
Seasonal Color: yellow at emergence, then light green.
H. ‘Gunther’s Reward’
B. Graves (ONIR)
Plant: 32 in. (81.3 cm) diameter; 22 in. (55.9 cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 10.5 in. (26.7 cm) long; 9.5 in. (24.1 cm) wide; 10 to 12 vein
pairs, medium green, .25 in. (.6 cm) wide, flat, light green margin,
slightly shiny on top, glaucous bloom underneath, nearly round with
a cordate base, lightly cupped.
Scape: 32 to 36 in. (81.3 to 91.4 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Sylvania, OH,
6/30-7/15-7/30.
Seed: sets viable seeds, pod green.
Clump History: the original sport, 7 years old, Sylvania, OH.
Notable Characteristics: large fast growing leaves.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Gunther’s Prize’
H. ‘Handle with Care’
D. & J. Ward (ONIR)
Plant: 27 in. (68.6 cm) diameter; 15 in. (38.1 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs, greenish yellow, 2 in. (5.1 cm) wide, slightly rippled, white margin, dull
on top and underneath, elliptic with a rounded base, moderately
corrugated.
Scape: 32 in. (81.3 cm) tall.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, pale lavender, bell, Bellville, OH, 6/206/30-7/10.
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: variegation and corrugation.
Parentage: (H. ‘Zany Janie’ × unknown)
H. ‘Happy Birthday’

J. Schwarz (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 30 in. (76.2 cm) diameter; 22 in. (55.9 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 5 in. (12.7 cm) wide; 10 vein pairs, soft
greenish yellow, variable, slightly rippled, chartreuse margin, slightly shiny on top, glaucous bloom underneath, ovate with a cordate
base, moderately flat.
Flower: medium lavender, tubular, Dubuque, IA, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original sport, 8 years old obtained from the originator, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: soft colored medium celery leaf with variable chartreuse margin on heart-shaped leaves.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Heather’

J. Schwarz (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 32 in. (81.3 cm) diameter; 22 in. (55.9 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
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Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs, dark
green, heavily rippled, very shiny on top, glaucous bloom underneath, ovate with a rounded base, deeply wavy.
Flower: deep purple tubular, Dubuque, IA, Aug 15 to Oct 1.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old obtained from the
originator, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: shiny, heavily ruffled, pointed, tipped
dark green leaf.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Hervester Smaragd’
M. Lokies (ONIR)
Plant: 16.5 in. (41.9 cm) diameter; 11.75 in. (29.8 cm) high;
mound-like; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 5 in. (12.7 cm) long; 2.125 in. (5.4 cm) wide; 5 vein pairs,
medium to dark green, flat, slightly shiny on top and underneath,
ovate, very flat, petiole lime green and slightly red-dotted.
Scape: 9.875 to 11.75 in. (25.1 to 29.8 cm) tall, green slightly reddotted.
Flower: 1.375 in. (3.5 cm) long, pale lavender, translucent edge,
bell, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany, 7/18-7/28-8/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, NordrheinWestfalen, Germany.
Notable Characteristics: vigorous and dense small hosta, short
scapes.
Parentage: (H. ‘Korean Snow’ × H. ‘June’)
H. ‘Holy Smokes!’

J. Schwarz (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 26 in. (66 cm) diameter; 19 in. (48.3 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 10 in. (25.4 cm) long; 7 in. (17.8 cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein
pairs, blue-green, slightly rippled, glaucous bloom on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a twisted tip and tapered base.
Flower: near white, tubular, Dubuque, IA, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, unknown history,
Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: heavy glaucous bloom dusts front and
back on large blue-green leaves.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Hula Skirt’

M. Zilis (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 34 in. (86.4 cm) diameter; 15 in. (38.1 cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 3 in. (7.6 cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs,
golden yellow to light yellow, moderately rippled, slightly shiny on
top, glaucous bloom underneath, elliptic with a tapered base, moderately wavy.
Flower: pale lavender tubular, Dubuque, IA, Aug 15 to Oct 1.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original sport, 3 years old obtained from the originator, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: long narrow gold elliptical leaves with
odd veining makes it look "grassy."
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Lava Flow’
H. ‘Hunter V. Berthelot’
S. Chamberlain (ONIR)
Plant: 48 in. (121.9 cm) diameter; 25 in. (63.5 cm) high; upright;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 14 in. (35.6 cm) long; 9 in. (22.9 cm) wide; 11 vein pairs,
medium green, heavily rippled, very shiny on top and underneath,
broadly ovate with a rounded base, lightly wavy.
Scape: 34 to 50 in. (86.4 to 127 cm) tall, medium green.
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Flower: 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) long, pale lavender, pale purple internal
striping, tubular, Manlius, NY, 6/30-7/30-8/8.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old, Manlius, NY.
Notable Characteristics: large green host with heavily rippled margins and shiny leaves.
Parentage: (H. ‘Sum and Substance’ × unknown)
H. ‘Jack’s Gene’

R. Goodenough & M. Gilligan (O),
M. Gilligan (NIR)
Plant: 25 in. (63.5 cm) diameter; 11 in. (27.9 cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 7.25 in. (18.4 cm) long; 4.75 in. (12.1 cm) wide; 6 to 8 vein
pairs, medium green, flat, dull on top, slightly shiny underneath,
broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly wavy, petiole red.
Scape: 28 to 39 in. (71.1 to 99.1 cm) tall, red.
Flower: 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) long, medium lavender, 3 tepals medium
lavender; 3 tepals have white edges, tubular, Winchester, New Zealand, 1/16-2/4 -2/20.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: tall red stem and flower buds with hint of
red early.
Parentage: (H. ‘Designer Genes’ × H. ‘Mr Jack’)
H. ‘Jan’s Gift’
J. Lilley & M. Gilligan (O), M. Gilligan (NIR)
Plant: 16 in. (40.6 cm) diameter; 16 in. (40.6 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 5 in. (12.7 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 7 to 9 vein pairs,
creamy white, 1.5 to 2 in. (3.8 to 5.1 cm) wide, slightly rippled, dark
green margin, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate
with a cordate base, lightly wavy, petiole creamy white with green
edges.
Flower: pale lavender Winchester, New Zealand, Dec. 1 to Feb. 1.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original sport, 5 years old, Winchester, New Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: heavy texture.
Parentage: Sport of unknown parentage
Seasonal Color: edge turns deeper cream with strong sun.
H. ‘JoBob’
R. Axmear & M. Gilligan (O), M. Gilligan (NIR)
Plant: 24 in. (61 cm) diameter; 13 in. (33 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7.75 in. (19.7 cm) long; 5.5 in. (14cm) wide; 6 to 8 vein pairs,
greenish yellow, flat, dull on top, slightly shiny underneath, broadly
ovate with a cordate base, moderately flat, petiole not rigid or upright, but a lower and spreading stance, reddish lower half.
Scape: 34 to 38 in. (86.4 to 96.5 cm) tall, red green.
Flower: tubular, Winchester, New Zealand, Dec. 1 to Feb. 1.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod reddish green.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: reddish lower stems, leaves yellow to
chartreuse, graceful.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: from yellow to greenish yellow with season.
H. ‘Jon Soucek’

E. Elslager (O), J. Spuhler (N),
North Coast Hosta Society (I), R. Soucek (R)
Plant: 48 in. (122 cm) diameter; 18 in. (45.7 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 7 in. (17.8 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs, dark
green, .5 to .75 in. (1.3 to 1.9 cm) wide, slightly rippled, light green
margin, slightly shiny on top and underneath, broadly ovate to near
round with a cordate base, lightly cupped, moderately corrugated.
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Scape: 40 to 46 in. (101.6 to 116.8 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1.25 in. (3.2 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Lexington,
OH, 6/20-7/10-8/5.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 8 years old obtained from the
originator, Lexington, OH.
Notable Characteristics: coloring.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Kathy Sorensen’
M. Gilligan (ONIR)
Plant: 14 in. (35.6 cm) diameter; 8 in. (20.3 cm) high; upright; fast
growth rate.
Leaf: 5.5 in. (14 cm) long; 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) wide; 5 to 7 vein pairs,
extremely streaked with all hosta colors, heavily rippled, dull on top,
glaucous bloom underneath, ovate, cordate base, moderately wavy.
Scape: 12 to 14.5 in. (30.5 to 36.9 cm) tall, multi-blue colors.
Flower: 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) long, medium lavender, translucent edge,
tubular, Winchester, New Zealand, 12/26-1/6 -1/28.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod blue-green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: streaked on deep wavy pointed leaves.
Parentage: (H. ‘Are You There’ × H. ‘Shining Tot’)
Seasonal Color: variable.
H. ‘Kempen Sky High’
P. Butaye (OR), D. Van Eechaute (NI)
Plant: 11.25 in. (28.6 cm) diameter; 13.875 in. (35.2 cm) high; upright; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 5.875 in. (14.9 cm) long; 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) wide; 6 vein pairs,
intensely blue-green, slightly rippled, glaucous bloom on top and
underneath, ovate, rounded base, intensely folded, lightly wavy.
Scape: 15.375 to 20 in. (39.1 to 50.8 cm) tall, medium blue-green.
Flower: pale purple, Brecht, Belgium, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Brecht, Belgium.
Notable Characteristics: very upright folded leaf.
Parentage: (H. ‘Tequila Sunrise’ × unknown)
H. ‘Kerry Man’
M. Gilligan (ONIR)
Plant: 18 in. (45.7 cm) diameter; 34 in. (86.4 cm) high; upright; fast
growth rate.
Leaf: 14.25 in. (36.2 cm) long; 12 in. (30.5 cm) wide; 11 to 13 vein
pairs, medium blue-green, slightly rippled, glaucous bloom on top
and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly wavy,
petiole upright.
Scape: 33 to 35 in. (83.8 to 88.9 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) long, near white, tubular, Winchester, New
Zealand, 1/20-1/31-2/17.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod light green.
Clump History: original sport, 6 years old obtained from t.c., Winchester, New Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: large bold upright leaves and plant.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Loyalist’
H. ‘King Cobra’ A. Scheer & M. Gilligan (O), M. Gilligan (NIR)
Plant: 30 in. (76.2 cm) diameter; 16 in. (40.6 cm) high; upright; fast
growth rate.
Leaf: 7 in. (17.8 cm) long; 5 in. (12.7 cm) wide; 7 to 9 vein pairs,
greenish yellow, slightly rippled, dull on top, slightly shiny underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly wavy, petiole reddish.
Scape: 14 to 20 in. (35.6 to 50.8 cm) tall, medium green.
Flower: pale lavender, tubular, Winchester, New Zealand, 1/302/14-3/4.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod medium green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
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Notable Characteristics: graceful, red in stems and some into
leaves.
Parentage: (H. ‘Maya Kingsnake’ × unknown)
Seasonal Color: greens up, leaves lose red as season progresses.
H. ‘Lela’s Quilt’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 35 in. (88.9 cm) diameter; 24 in. (61 cm) high; upright; slow
growth rate.
Leaf: 12 in. (30.5 cm) long; 9 in. (22.9 cm) wide; 16 vein pairs,
intensely blue-green, slightly rippled, dull on top and underneath,
broadly ovate with a cordate base, moderately cupped, lightly folded, lightly wavy, intensely corrugated.
Scape: 14 to 17 in. (35.6 to 43.2 cm) tall.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, pale lavender, light lavender center,
tubular, Colesburg, IA, 6/15-7/10-7/20.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: very puckered, intense blue leaves.
Parentage: (H. ‘Rosedale Black Hole’ × unknown)
Seasonal Color: gets darker as season progresses.
H. ‘Lemon Slice’
M. Gilligan (ONIR)
Plant: 20 in. (50.8 cm) diameter; 9 in. (22.9 cm) high; upright; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 6 in. (15.2 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 6 to 8 vein pairs,
yellow, slightly rippled, dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate
with a flat base, lightly wavy.
Scape: 18 to 26 in. (45.7 to 66 cm) tall, green.
Flower: pale lavender, tubular, Winchester, New Zealand, 12/241/15-1/31.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: flowers in rings around scape, very upright.
Parentage: H. ‘Lemon Honey’ open pollinated
Seasonal Color: becomes lighter chartreuse.
H. ‘Leprechaun Lace’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 36 in. (91.4 cm) diameter; 14 in. (35.6 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 8.5 in. (21.6 cm) long; 6 in. (15.2 cm) wide; 12 vein pairs,
green, .25 to 1.5 in. (.6 to 3.8 cm) wide, slightly rippled, golden
yellow margin, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate
with a cordate base, lightly folded, lightly wavy, lightly corrugated.
Scape: 24 to 28 in. (61 to 71.1 cm) tall, hint of red and green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, pale lavender, dark lavender center,
tubular, Colesburg, IA, 6/20-7/10-7/25.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod yellow green.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: every leaf has a different leaf pattern.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: gets a creamy white edge as season progresses.
H. ‘Lois’

J. Schwarz (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 25 in. (63.5 cm) diameter; 22 in. (55.9 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7 in. (17.8 cm) long; 6 in. (15.2 cm) wide; 10 vein pairs, medium green, slightly rippled, brassy gold to cream margin, very
shiny on top, slightly shiny underneath, broadly ovate with a twisted
tip and cordate base, lightly wavy, lightly corrugated.
Flower: pale lavender, tubular, Dubuque, IA, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old obtained from the
originator, Dubuque, IA.
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Notable Characteristics: heart-shaped leaf with shiny medium
green center with variable cream and brassy gold center.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Love Poem’ M. Gilligan (ONIR)
Plant: 13 in. (33 cm) diameter; 6 in. (15.2 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 4.25 in. (10.8 cm) long; 2 in. (5.1 cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein pairs,
greenish yellow, slightly rippled, dull on top, slightly shiny underneath, elliptic with a tapered base, moderately wavy, petiole greenish
yellow.
Scape: 12 to 18 in. (30.5 to 45.7 cm) tall, yellow green.
Flower: pale lavender, tubular, Winchester, New Zealand, 1/1-1/242/5.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod light green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: small, full, bright yellow.
Parentage: H. ‘Lemon Honey’ open pollinated
Seasonal Color: from yellow to greenish yellow with season.
H. ‘Magic Moment’
D. & J. Ward (ONIR)
Plant: 40 in. (101.6 cm) diameter; 15 in. (38.1 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 8 in. (20.3 cm) wide; 10 vein pairs, medium blue-green, flat, dull on top and underneath, nearly round with
a cordate base, moderately wavy.
Scape: 22 in. (55.9 cm) tall.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, pale lavender, bell, Bellville, OH, 6/156/22-7/3.
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: large lighter green.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: green later.
H. ‘Main Event’
D. & J. Ward (ONIR)
Plant: 24 in. (61 cm) diameter; 17 in. (43.2 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 7 in. (17.8 cm) wide; 11 vein pairs, yellow, slightly rippled, dull on top and underneath, nearly round with a
cordate base, lightly corrugated.
Scape: 28 in. (71.1 cm) tall.
Flower: .75 in. (1.9 cm) long, near white, tubular, Bellville, OH,
6/15-6/25-7/4.
Seed: seed set unknown, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 3 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: bright golden yellow.
Parentage: H. ‘Liberty’ × unknown)
H. ‘Marine’
M. Gilligan (ONIR)
Plant: 17 in. (43.2 cm) diameter; 9 in. (22.9 cm) high; upright; slow
growth rate.
Leaf: 6 in. (15.2 cm) long; 3.75 in. (9.5 cm) wide; 6 to 8 vein pairs,
streaked blue and green, .25 to .5 in. (.6 to 1.3 cm) wide, flat, creamy
white margin, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate
with a flat base, moderately flat, petiole green with fine cream edge.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original sport, 9 years old, Winchester, New Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: very dark green shades of striping with
creamy edge.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Minuteman’
H. ‘Meteor Shower’
K. & O. Elchuk (ONIR)
Plant: 16 in. (40.6 cm) diameter; 13 in. (33 cm) high; upright; medium growth rate.
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Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 5 in. (12.7 cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs,
streaked medium green and creamy white, flat, dull on top, glaucous
bloom underneath, ovate with a rounded base, lightly wavy, petiole
streaked green and cream.
Scape: 27 to 32 in. (68.6 to 81.3 cm) tall, lavender and green.
Flower: 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) long, medium lavender, tubular, Cobourg,
Ont., Canada, 7/22-7/26-8/7.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green and purple.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Cobourg, Ont., Canada.
Notable Characteristics: streaked with green and cream.
Parentage: (H. ‘Galaxy’ × unknown)
H. ‘Midnight Dream’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 72 in. (182.9 cm) diameter; 32 in. (81.3 cm) high; upright.
Leaf: 13 in. (33 cm) long; 11.25 in. (28.6 cm) wide; 15 vein pairs,
dark blue-green, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly folded, lightly
wavy, lightly corrugated.
Scape: 45 to 51 in. (114.3 to 129.5 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: 2.25 in. (5.7 cm) long, near white, tubular, Colesburg, IA,
7/5 -7/20-7/30.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod light green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: very dark blue green.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: blue changes to dark green as season progresses.
H. ‘Midnight Mistress’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 35 in. (88.9 cm) diameter; 18 in. (45.7 cm) high; upright.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 7 in. (17.8 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs,
streaked dark green and yellow, slightly rippled, very shiny on top
and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly wavy,
lightly corrugated, petiole pink.
Scape: 20 to 26 in. (50.8 to 66 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, medium lavender, tubular, Colesburg,
IA, 7/5 -7/20-8/10.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod streaked.
Clump History: original sport, 4 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: streaked shiny leaf.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Rosedale Shady Lady’
H. ‘Mighty Moe Supreme’
V. Wade (ONIR)
Plant: 8 in. (20.3 cm) diameter; 6 in. (15.2 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) long; 1 in. (2.5 cm) wide; 7 vein pairs, creamy
white, .25 in. (.6 cm) wide, slightly rippled, medium green margin,
dull on top and underneath, nearly round with a rounded base, flat.
Scape: 5 to 6 in. (12.7 to 15.2 cm) tall, green.
Flower: .75 in. (1.9 cm) long, pale lavender, bell, Bellville, OH,
6/25-7/2 -7/15.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: the original sport, 2 years old, Bellville, OH.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Mighty Moe’
H. ‘Miss Ellie Fish’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 59 in. (149.9 cm) diameter; 26 in. (66 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 11 in. (27.9 cm) long; 9.5 in. (24.1 cm) wide; 15 vein pairs,
yellow, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath,
broadly ovate with a cordate base, moderately folded, lightly wavy,
lightly corrugated.
Scape: 27 to 29 in. (68.6 to 73.7 cm) tall, light greenish yellow.
Flower: 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) long, near white, tubular, Colesburg, IA,
6/1-6/20-7/10.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Colesburg, IA.
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Notable Characteristics: bright yellow in spring with powdery blue
overlay.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: bright yellow, lightens as season progresses.
H. ‘Miss Shamim’
A. Wrede (O), E. McHugh (NIR)
Plant: 24 in. (61 cm) diameter; 18 in. (45.7 cm) high; upright; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7 in. (17.8 cm) long; 5 in. (12.7 cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein pairs,
light green, heavily rippled, dull on top and underneath, broadly
ovate to nearly round with a cordate base, lightly wavy, petiole solid
dark purple margin.
Scape: 30 to 36 in. (76.2 to 91.4 cm) tall, purple with glaucous coating.
Flower: 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) long, pale lavender, pale stripes, dark center
stripe, translucent margin, dark purple, tubular, Sicklerville, NJ,
8/10-8/20-8/29.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 4 years old, obtained from the
originator, Sicklerville, NJ.
Notable Characteristics: dark purple petioles that hold color all
season, rippled edge.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Night Flight’
D. Dean (ONIR)
Plant: 40 in. (101.6 cm) diameter; 16 in. (40.6 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 8.25 in. (21 cm) long; 5.75in. (14.6 cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein
pairs, slightly blue-green, slightly rippled, glaucous bloom on top
and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, moderately
twisted, lightly folded, deeply wavy, petiole saturated black-purple.
Scape: 25 to 29 in. (63.5 to 73.66 cm) tall, saturated black-purple.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, medium lavender, lavender with darker
tubes, bell, Ramsey, MN, 8/16-8/23-8/30.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod black-purple.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Ramsey, MN.
Notable Characteristics: wavy leaf with glaucous surface, purple
into leaf blade, saturated black-purple petiole and scape with nearwhite bracts.
Parentage: (H. `One Man`s Treasure` × (H. `Grand Slam` × H.
`Party Favor`))
Seasonal Color: becomes green as season progresses.
H. ‘Niki Mouse’
M. Roberts (ONIR)
Plant: 6 in. (15.2 cm) diameter; 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 1.6 in. (4.1 cm) long; 1.1 in. (2.8 cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein pairs,
yellow, .2 to .4 in. (.5 to 1 cm) wide, slightly rippled, blue-green
margin, glaucous bloom on top and underneath, rounded base, lightly cupped, lightly wavy, moderately flat, yellow stripes down petiole
margin.
Scape: 4.375 to 5.125 in. (11.1 to 13 cm) tall, glaucous green.
Flower: pale lavender, Surrey, U.K., June 1 to July 15.
Clump History: original sport, 2 years old obtained from a nursery,
Surrey, U.K.
Notable Characteristics: starburst golden yellow center.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Blue Mouse Ears’
H. ‘Nikkma’
J. Schmidt (ONIR)
Plant: 17 in. (43.2 cm) diameter; 8 in. (20.3 cm) high; upright; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 6 in. (15.2 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs, medium blue-green, flat margin, dull on top and underneath, broadly
ovate with a cordate base, cupped, wavy.
Scape: 24 in. (61 cm) tall.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, light lavender, medium lavender striping, tubular, Shirley, NY, 6/28-7/5.
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Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Shirley, NY.
Notable Characteristics: unique blue-green color.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Number Nine’
G. & R. Ragus (ONIR)
Plant: 24.375 in. (61.9 cm) diameter; 16.5 in. (41.9 cm) high; upright; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 8.875 in. (22.5 cm) long; 4.5 in. (11.4 cm) wide; 6 to 7 vein
pairs, grayish blue, slightly rippled, dull on top, glaucous bloom
underneath, ovate with a rounded base, wavy, petiole strong, redmottled, and upright.
Scape: 26.75 to 28.75 in. (67.9 to 73 cm) tall, brown.
Flower: 2.375 in. (6 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Ganderkesee,
Germany, 8/7-9/21-10/4.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Ganderkesee, Germany.
Notable Characteristics: moderately wavy leaves on mottled red
petioles, relatively thick leaves.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: from light green with fine brownish border and
midrib to gray.
H. ‘Oh! Susanna’ L. Reuter & M. Gilligan (O), M. Gilligan (NIR)
Plant: 21 in. (53.3 cm) diameter; 12 in. (30.5 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 4.5 in. (11.4 cm) long; 4.25 in. (10.8 cm) wide; 6 to 7 vein
pairs, greenish yellow, flat, dull on top, slightly shiny underneath,
nearly round with a rounded base, moderately flat, petiole red, upright.
Scape: 22 to 24 in. (55.9 to 61 cm) tall, red.
Flower: 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) long, medium lavender, tubular, Winchester, New Zealand, 1/21-2/9 -2/22.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: red stems, leaf surfaces have red blush on
top of leaves, very upright.
Parentage: (H. ‘Miss Susie’ × unknown)
H. ‘Ohh! Lovilia’
E. Schulz (ONIR)
Plant: 36 in. (91.4 cm) diameter; 18 in. (45.7 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 10 in. (25.4 cm) long; 6.5 in. (16.5 cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein
pairs, yellow, moderately rippled, glaucous bloom on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate with a twisted tip and a cordate base, lightly
corrugated.
Scape: 20 to 26 in. (50.8 to 66 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, near white, bell, Peosta, IA, 6/18-7/3 7/15.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Peosta, IA.
Notable Characteristics: delicately pebbled leaf, with unique
presentation of ruffles.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Ohh! Viola’
E. Schulz (ONIR)
Plant: 24 in. (61 cm) diameter; 13 in. (33 cm) high; upright; slow
growth rate.
Leaf: 6.5 in. (16.5 cm) long; 4.75 in. (12.1 cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein
pairs, golden yellow, moderately rippled, dull on top and underneath, ovate with a twisted tip and a rounded base, lightly wavy.
Scape: 24 to 34 in. (61 to 86.4 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: .875 in. (2.2 cm) long, near white, lavender petal edge,
tubular, Peosta, IA, 6/12-6/30-7/16.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod light green.
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Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Peosta, IA.
Notable Characteristics: bright semi-upright golden yellow.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘One and Only’
D. & J. Ward (ONIR)
Plant: 28 in. (71.1 cm) diameter; 23 in. (58.4 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 11 in. (27.9 cm) long; 8 in. (20.3 cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein
pairs, pale yellow, flat, dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate
with a cordate base, flat.
Scape: 30 in. (76.2 cm) tall.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, pale lavender, bell, Bellville, OH, 6/156/25-7/5.
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: large pale yellow cultivar.
Parentage: (H. ‘Zany Janie’ × unknown)
H. ‘Pals’
B. & V. Skaggs & M. Gilligan (O), M. Gilligan (NIR)
Plant: 26.5 in. (67.3 cm) diameter; 16 in. (40.6 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7 in. (17.8 cm) long; 5.5 in. (14cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein pairs,
light green, .25 to .5 in. (.6 to 1.3 cm) wide, slightly rippled, creamy
white margin, dull on top, glaucous bloom underneath, broadly ovate
with a cordate base, lightly corrugated, petiole upright, white narrow
edge.
Scape: 23 to 24 in. (58.4 to 61 cm) tall, blue-green.
Flower: pale lavender, tubular, Winchester, New Zealand, 1/151/31-2/15.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod blue-green.
Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: soft green with narrow cream edge.
Parentage: sport of H. ‘Big Kahuna’ open pollinated
H. ‘Paper Lantern’ B. & V. Skaggs & M. Gilligan (ONIR)
Plant: 30 in. (76.2 cm) diameter; 13 in. (33 cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 8.5 in. (21.9 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 6 to 8 vein pairs,
slightly blue-green, slightly rippled, dull on top, glaucous bloom
underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly wavy, petiole
pale blue-green, angled outward.
Scape: 20 to 23 in. (50.8 to 58.4 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: .75 in. (1.9 cm) long, pale lavender, Winchester, New Zealand, 1/27-2/14-3/14.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: flower ends stay closed, and they last a
long time.
Parentage: (H. ‘Yankee Blue’ F2 × H. ‘Yankee Blue’ F2)
H. ‘Pastels’ B. & V. Skaggs & M. Gilligan (O), M. Gilligan (NIR)
Plant: 14 in. (35.6 cm) diameter; 5 in. (12.7 cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 4.5 in. (11.4 cm) long; 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) wide; 5 to 7 vein
pairs, soft creamy pastel green, slightly rippled, dull on top and underneath, elliptic with a tapered base, moderately wavy, petiole all
creamy pastel green.
Flower: medium lavender, tubular, Winchester, New Zealand.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod light green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: pale pastel green, rare, unusual color.
Parentage: (H. ‘Yankee Blue’ F2 × H. ‘Yankee Blue’ F2)
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H. ‘Peg O’ My Heart’

V. Wade (OI), J. Ward (N),
D. & J. Ward (R)
Plant: 36 in. (91.4 cm) diameter; 24 in. (61 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 7 in. (17.8 cm) wide; 13 to 14 vein pairs,
greenish yellow, 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) wide, slightly rippled, dull on top
and underneath, nearly round with a cordate base, moderately corrugated.
Scape: 30 in. (76.2 cm) tall, green.
Flower: .75 in. (1.9 cm) long, near white, bell, Bellville, OH, 6/156/25-7/2.
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown, pod green.
Clump History: original sport, 5 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: striking size and variegation.
Parentage: (H. ‘Golden Friendship’ × unknown)
H. ‘Pete’s Design’
P. de Rooij (ONIR)
Plant: 71.25 in. (181 cm) diameter; 31.75 in. (80.6 cm) high;
mound-like; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 16.625 in. (42.2 cm) long; 12.25 in. (31.1 cm) wide; 13 vein
pairs, medium blue-green with creamy white streaks, flat, dull on
top, glaucous bloom underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base,
lightly wavy, lightly corrugated, petiole one-third red-speckled.
Scape: 29.875 to 41 in. (75.9 to 104.1 cm) tall, blue-green creamy
white streaked.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Sprundel, The
Netherlands, 6/28-7/11-7/30.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green creamy white streaked.
Clump History: original seedling, 8 years old, Sprundel, The Netherlands.
Notable Characteristics: very fertile streaked giant.
Parentage: (Streaked sport of H. ‘Grey Cole’ × H. ‘Justice’)
H. ‘Pete’s Slon-he’
P. de Rooij (ONIR)
Plant: 7.25 in. (18.4 cm) diameter; 3.125 in. (7.94 cm) high;
mound-like; slow growth rate.
Leaf: 2.125 in. (5.4 cm) long; 2 in. (5.1 cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein pairs,
medium green, flat, dull on top and underneath, nearly round with a
cordate base, lightly cupped, moderately flat, short petioles.
Scape: 3.375 to 4.75 in. (8.6 to 12.1 cm) tall, medium green.
Flower: 1.375 in. (3.5 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Sprundel,
The Netherlands, 7/26-8/2 -8/11.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod medium green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Sprundel, The Netherlands.
Notable Characteristics: extremely thick, nearly round, short leaf
petioles.
Parentage: (H. ‘Blue Moon’ × (H. ‘Heavy Duty’ selfed))
H. ‘Phyllis’
J. Weidman (ONI), D. Dean (R)
Plant: 36 in. (91.4 cm) diameter; 23 in. (58.4 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7.75 in. (19.7 cm) long; 7 in. (17.8 cm) wide; 12 vein pairs,
yellow, slightly rippled, dull on top and underneath, nearly round
with a cordate base, deeply cupped, lightly twisted, moderately folded, lightly wavy, deeply corrugated.
Scape: 22 to 26 in. (55.9 to 66 cm) tall, greenish yellow.
Flower: 2.125 in. (5.4 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Ramsey,
MN, 6/14-6/22-7/5.
Seed: sets viable seeds, pod medium green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 13 years old, Ramsey, MN.
Notable Characteristics: flare mound of folded, cupped, heavily
corrugated, bright yellow foliage, sun tolerant.
Parentage: ((H. ‘Color Fantasy’ × H. ‘Love Pat’) × (H. ‘Sea Drift’
open pollinated))
Seasonal Color: greenish yellow becoming yellow to pale yellow.
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H. ‘Pixie Moonstone’
R. Johnson (ONIR)
Plant: 14 in. (35.6 cm) diameter; 8 in. (20.3 cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 4.5 in. (11.4 cm) long; 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) wide; 5 vein pairs,
medium blue-green, slightly rippled, dull on top and underneath,
lance with a tapered base, moderately wavy.
Scape: 14 to 18 in. (35.6 to 45.7 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, medium lavender, dark lavender center
stripe, tubular, Chaska, MN, 7/25-7/31-8/8.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old, Chaska, MN.
Parentage: (H. ‘Teeny Weeny Bikini’ × H. ‘Purple Verticulated
Elf’)
H. ‘Playboy’
D. & J. Ward (ONIR)
Plant: 12 in. (30.5 cm) diameter; 9 in. (22.9 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 6.5 in. (16.5 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs, medium green, slightly rippled, dull on top and underneath, ovate with
a tapered base, moderately wavy, petiole branched and twisted.
Scape: 16 in. (40.6 cm) tall.
Flower: .75 in. (1.9 cm) long, near white, tubular, Bellville, OH,
6/15-6/25-7/7.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 3 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: very heavy substance, twisted and
branched petioles.
Parentage: (H. ‘Hearts and Flowers’ × unknown)
H. ‘Pluto’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 33 in. (83.8 cm) diameter; 22 in. (55.9 cm) high; upright;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 11 in. (27.9 cm) long; 9 in. (22.9 cm) wide; 16 vein pairs,
intensely blue-green, flat, dull on top and underneath, nearly round
with a cordate base, deeply cupped, lightly folded, intensely corrugated.
Scape: 18 to 23 in. (45.7 to 58.4 cm) tall, green-blue.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, pale lavender, lavender centers, tubular,
Colesburg, IA, 6/5-6/20-7/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: intensely powdered blue in spring and
corrugated leaves.
Parentage: (H. ‘Rosedale Black Hole’ × unknown)
Seasonal Color: gets darker as season progresses.
H. ‘Pot Black’
J. Schwarz & M. Gilligan (O), M. Gilligan (NIR)
Plant: 17 in. (43.2 cm) diameter; 15 in. (38.1 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 6 in. (15.2 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 5 to 7 vein pairs,
dark green to black with some streaking, flat, dull on top, very shiny
underneath, broadly ovate with a flat base, lightly flat, petiole dark
green edged by black green.
Scape: 17 to 19 in. (43.2 to 48.3 cm) tall, very dark green.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: intense black green, white leaf streaks
appear later in season, very dark purple flower.
Parentage: (H. ‘Lakeside Black Mama’ × unknown)
Seasonal Color: white leaf streaks appear later in season.
.

H. ‘Quark’ D. & J. Ward (ONIR) .
Plant: 21 in. (53.3 cm) diameter; 10 in. (25.4 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
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Leaf: 6 in. (15.2 cm) long; 2 in. (5.1 cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein pairs,
medium green, flat, dull on top and underneath, lance with a rounded
base, flat.
Scape: 19 in. (48.3 cm) tall, green.
Flower: .75 in. (1.9 cm) long, pale lavender, bell, Bellville, OH,
7/15-7/20-8/4.
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 3 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: medium green, lanced-shaped leaves.
Parentage: (H. ‘Firefly’ × unknown)
H. ‘Red Corvette’

J. Moore (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 18 in. (45.7 cm) diameter; 13 in. (33 cm) high; upright; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide, medium green,
slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top, ovate with a rounded base.
Flower: pale purple, tubular, Dubuque, IA, Aug 15 to Oct 1.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, obtained from the
originator, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: shiny and ruffled medium green, veined
foliage with maroon-speckled stems, leaves have a pronounced tip.
Parentage: (H. ‘Almost’ × H. ‘Katsuragawa Beni’)
H. ‘Red Rover’

J. Moore (O), K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 14 in. (35.6 cm) diameter; 12 in. (30.5 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 5 in. (12.7 cm) wide, medium green,
slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top, ovate with a tapered base,
lightly wavy.
Flower: medium lavender, tubular, Dubuque, IA, Aug 15 to Oct 1.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, obtained from the
originator, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: fast growing medium green with noticeable veins and maroon-speckled stems.
Parentage: (H. ‘Katsuragawa Beni’ × H. ‘Uncle Albert’)
H. ‘Reflected Glory’
M. Seaver (ON), C. Seaver (IR)
Plant: 55 in. (139.7 cm) diameter; 21 in. (53.3 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 13 in. (33 cm) long; 11 in. (27.9 cm) wide; 13 to 16 vein pairs,
green, 1.5 to 2 in. (3.8 to 5.1 cm) wide, slightly rippled, light green
margin, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, broadly ovate with a
cordate base, moderately corrugated.
Scape: 25 to 30 in. (63.5 to 76.2 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, near white, petal centers slight blush of
lavender toning, tubular, Sudbury, MA, 7/8 -7/20-7/31.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod medium green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 5 years old obtained from the
originator, Sudbury, MA.
Notable Characteristics: low profile in relation to spreading form.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Remembrance’

B. & V. Skaggs & M. Gilligan (O),
M. Gilligan (NIR)
Plant: 24 in. (61 cm) diameter; 11 in. (27.9 cm) high; upright; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7 in. (17.8 cm) long; 6.5 in. (16.5 cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein
pairs, intensely blue-green, .5 to 1 in. (1.3 to 2.5 cm) wide, golden
yellow margin, glaucous bloom on top and underneath, nearly round
with a flat base, moderately corrugated, petiole streaked.
Scape: 19 to 26 in. (48.3 to 66 cm) tall, blue-green.
Flower: Winchester, New Zealand, 1/25-2/14-2/28.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod blue-green.
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Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: rich blue-green, bright chartreuse edges.
Parentage: (Streaky sport of H. ‘Big Kahuna’ × open pollinated)
H. ‘Rix Pix’ R. Goodenough & M. Gilligan (O), M. Gilligan (NIR)
Plant: 18 in. (45.7 cm) diameter; 4 in. (10.2 cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 4.5 in. (11.4 cm) long; 4.5 in. (11.4 cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein
pairs, yellow, flat, dull on top, slightly shiny underneath, nearly
round with a rounded base, lightly corrugated, petiole light red lower
half.
Scape: 8 to 10 in. (20.3 to 25.4 cm) tall, light red.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, near white, tubular, Winchester, New
Zealand, 1/20-2/5 -2/20.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: low growing, dainty yellow clump.
Parentage: (H. ‘Designer Genes’ × H. ‘Mr Jack’)
H. ‘Rookie Mouse’
P. Szustakiewicz (ONIR)
Plant: 5.125 in. (13 cm) diameter; 2 in. (5.1 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 1.6 in. (4.1 cm) long; 1.375 in. (3.5 cm) wide; 7 vein pairs,
green, slightly rippled, dull on top, glaucous bloom underneath,
nearly round, moderately cupped, moderately folded, lightly wavy.
Scape: 4 to 6 in. (10.2 to 15.2 cm) tall.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, pale purple, tubular, Dobrzelin, Poland,
6/30-7/10-7/15.
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown.
Clump History: original sport, 4 years old, obtained from the originator, Dobrzelin, Poland.
Notable Characteristics: smaller sport of sports from H. ‘Blue
Mouse Ears’.
Parentage: H. ‘Holy Mouse Ears’
H. ‘Sandra’ J. Schwarz (OR), K. Schwarz (N), J. & K. Schwarz (I)
Plant: 35 in. (88.9 cm) diameter; 19 in. (48.3 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 6 in. (15.2 cm) wide; 13 vein pairs, dark
green, creamy white margin, slightly shiny on top and underneath,
broadly ovate with twisted tip and a cordate base, lightly wavy,
lightly corrugated.
Flower: pale lavender, tubular, Dubuque, IA, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old obtained from the
originator, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: dark green shiny-leafed large hosta with
variable creamy edge, heavily veined.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Sarah’s Sister’
G. Hicks (OIR), S. Hicks (N)
Plant: 35 in. (88.9 cm) diameter; 18 in. (45.7 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 6 in. (15.2 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs, green,
.125 to .75 in. (.3 to 1.9 cm) wide, flat, yellow margin, slightly shiny
on top, dull underneath, ovate with a rounded base, lightly corrugated, moderately flat.
Scape: 32 to 38 in. (81.3 to 96.5 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, pale lavender, slightly darker striping,
tubular, Edgecomb, ME, 7/20-8/1-8/25.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original sport, 5 years old, Edgecomb, ME.
Notable Characteristics: very unstable pattern.
Parentage: Sport of H. Fortunei Aureomarginata’
Seasonal Color: yellow lightens to creamy white.
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H. ‘Saturday Morn’
J. Moore (O), A. Cox (NIR)
Plant: 20 in. (50.8 cm) diameter; 14 in. (35.6 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 8 in. (20.3 cm) wide; 11 vein pairs, golden yellow, flat, dull on top and underneath, nearly round with a cordate base, corrugated.
Flower: pale lavender, tubular, East Troy, WI, June 1 to July 15.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, East Troy, WI.
Notable Characteristics: unique color and corrugation.
Parentage: ((H. ‘Website’ × H. ‘Website’) × H. ‘Midas Touch’)
H. ‘Serpentine’
A. Scheer & M. Gilligan (O), M. Gilligan (NIR)
Plant: 33 in. (83.8 cm) diameter; 14 in. (35.6 cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 7.25 in. (18.4 cm) long; 5 in. (12.7 cm) wide; 7 to 9 vein
pairs, greenish yellow, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top, very
shiny underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly wavy,
petiole red.
Scape: 28 to 42 in. (71.1 to 106.7 cm) tall, red.
Flower: medium lavender, tubular, Winchester, New Zealand, 1/282/10-3/7.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod dark reddish green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Winchester, New
Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: large green with red stems into leaves.
Parentage: (H. ‘Maya Kingsnake’ × unknown)
H. ‘Snakeskin Boots’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 52 in. (132.1 cm) diameter; 29 in. (73.7 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 13 in. (33 cm) long; 10 in. (25.4 cm) wide; 11 vein pairs, medium blue-green, 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) wide, slightly rippled, golden yellow margin, dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, moderately cupped, lightly twisted, moderately folded,
moderately wavy, deeply corrugated.
Scape: 34 to 38 in. (86.4 to 96.5 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2.75 in. (7 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Colesburg, IA,
6/1-6/10-7/1.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: large leaf with a striking pattern.
Parentage: (H. ‘Tyler John’ × unknown)
H. ‘Snow Bunting’
R. & M. Ford (ONR), M. Fransen (I)
Plant: 41.375 in. (105.1 cm) diameter; 18.875 in. (47.9 cm) high;
upright; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 11 in. (27.9 cm) long; 7.125 in. (18.1 cm) wide; 10 vein pairs,
medium blue-green, slightly rippled, pale yellow margin, slightly
shiny on top, glaucous bloom underneath, broadly ovate with a flat
base, very flat, petiole v-shaped.
Scape: 19.75 to 23.625 in. (50.2 to 60 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, near white, tubular, Ipswich, Suffolk,
UK, 6/12-6/23-7/25.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod light green.
Clump History: original sport, 4 years old, Ipswich, Suffolk, UK.
Notable Characteristics: variegated form of H. ‘Snowden’.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Snowden’
Seasonal Color: slight darkening of margin.
H. ‘So Nice’
D. & J. Ward (ONIR)
Plant: 27 in. (68.6 cm) diameter; 14 in. (35.6 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs, pale
yellow streaked medium green, flat, dull on top and underneath,
lance with a rounded base, lightly wavy.
Scape: 26 in. (66 cm) tall, green.
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Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, near white, bell, Columbus, OH, 7/157/20-7/30.
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Columbus, OH.
Notable Characteristics: good substance and good form.
Parentage: (H. ‘Hearts and Flowers’ × unknown)
H. ‘Sophie’ J. Schwarz (OR), K. Schwarz (N), J. & K. Schwarz (I)
Plant: 37 in. (94 cm) diameter; 21 in. (53.3 cm) high; upright; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 8 in. (20.3 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 9 vein pairs, dark
green, slightly rippled, very shiny on top, dull underneath, ovate
with a tapered base, lightly wavy.
Scape: 43 in. (109.2 cm) tall.
Flower: medium purple, tubular, Dubuque, IA, Aug 15 to Oct 1.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: large shiny and deeply veined dark green
arrow-shaped leaf.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Southern Lights’
M. Gilligan (ONIR)
Plant: 29 in. (73.7 cm) diameter; 13 in. (33 cm) high; upright; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 8.75 in. (22.2 cm) wide; 12 to 13 vein
pairs, yellow, blue and green, 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) wide, flat, blue and
green margin, glaucous bloom on top and underneath, nearly round
with a cordate base, moderately flat, short petiole.
Scape: 15 to 17 in. (38.1 to 43.2 cm) tall, light green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, near white, lavender stripes, tubular,
Winchester, New Zealand, 1/20-1/31-2/15.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown.
Clump History: original sport, 7 years old, Winchester, New Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: unusual patterns in leaf center.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Richmond Blue’
H. ‘Supreme Court Justice’
T. Gage (ONIR)
Plant: 52 in. (132.1 cm) diameter; 32 in. (81.3 cm) high; upright;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 14 in. (35.6 cm) long; 10 in. (25.4 cm) wide; 14 vein pairs,
dark green, .5 to 1.5 in. (1.3 to 3.8 cm) wide, slightly rippled, golden
yellow margin, very shiny on top, dull underneath, ovate with a cordate base, moderately cupped, moderately twisted, moderately folded, moderately corrugated.
Scape: 40 to 50 in. (101.6 to 127 cm) tall, green.
Flower: pale lavender, tubular, Prairie Ronde Township, MI, 6/157/5 -7/20.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Prairie Ronde Township, MI.
Notable Characteristics: uneven border similar to H. ‘Parhelion’.
Parentage: H. ‘Justice’ Open pollinated
H. ‘The Big Easy’
L. Cunningham (ONIR)
Plant: 48 in. (121.9 cm) diameter; 36 in. (91.4 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 18 in. (45.7 cm) long; 14 in. (35.6 cm) wide; 17 vein pairs,
slightly blue-green, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly corrugated.
Flower: pale lavender, Carroll, IL, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Carroll, IL.
Notable Characteristics: large upright vase shape.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
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H. ‘Thriller’

J. Mullin (O) K. Schwarz (N),
J. & K. Schwarz (I), J. Schwarz (R)
Plant: 24 in. (61 cm) diameter; 15 in. (38.1 cm) high; slightly upright; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7 in. (17.8 cm) long; 6 in. (15.2 cm) wide; 12 vein pairs, variable medium blue-green, chartreuse, yellow, slightly shiny on top,
dull underneath, broadly ovate with a twisted tip and a rounded base,
moderately cupped, moderately corrugated.
Flower: pale lavender, tubular, Dubuque, IA, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: seed set unknown.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old obtained from the
originator, Dubuque, IA.
Notable Characteristics: cupped and pebbled leaf.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: starts blue-green then starts to change to chartreuse
and then to light yellow.
H. ‘Timber Blaze’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 43 in. (109.2 cm) diameter; 18 in. (45.7 cm) high; upright.
Leaf: 8.5 in. (21.6 cm) long; 4.75 in. (12.1 cm) wide; 11 vein pairs,
yellow, slightly rippled, dull on top, slightly shiny underneath, ovate
with a rounded base, lightly twisted, lightly wavy, lightly corrugated.
Scape: 28 to 34 in. (71.1 to 86.4 cm) tall, yellow.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, pale lavender, darker lavender striping,
tubular, Colesburg, IA, 7/1-7/17-7/30.
Seed: does not set seed.
Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: yellow color and habit.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: yellow turns to gold as season progresses.
H. ‘Timothy J. Wright’
S. Chamberlain (ONIR)
Plant: 36 in. (91.4 cm) diameter; 11 in. (27.9 cm) high; rhizomatous, fast growth rate.
Leaf: 4 in. (10.2 cm) long; 3 in. (7.6 cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein pairs,
yellow, flat, dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a rounded base, moderately flat.
Scape: 16 to 24 in. (40.6 to 61 cm) tall, greenish yellow.
Flower: 2.25 in. (5.7 cm) long, medium lavender, deep purple striping inside and out, tubular, Manlius, NY, 6/28-7/15-7/28.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod light green.
Clump History: original seedling, 8 years old, Manlius, NY.
Notable Characteristics: small gold; slightly rhizomatous.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘To the Point’
J. Schmidt (ONIR)
Plant: 20 in. (50.8 cm) diameter; 14 in. (35.6 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 6.75 in. (17.1 cm) long; 6 in. (15.2 cm) wide; 8 vein pairs,
medium green, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, nearly round with a cordate base, cupped, corrugated, petiole
has dark edges, lighter green center.
Scape: 27 in. (68.6 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2.25 in. (5.7 cm) long, pale lavender, bell, Shirley, NY, July
15 to Aug 15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod brown.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Shirley, NY.
Notable Characteristics: point on the leaf tip.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Touch of Green’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 40 in. (101.6 cm) diameter; 23 in. (58.4 cm) high; upright.
Leaf: 7 in. (17.8 cm) long; 7 in. (17.8 cm) wide; 17 vein pairs, dark
green, flat, slightly shiny on top, dull underneath, nearly round with
a cordate base.
Scape: 20 to 23 in. (50.8 to 58.4 cm) tall, green.
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Flower: 2.25 in. (5.7 cm) long, pure white, tubular, Colesburg, IA,
6/5 -6/30-7/10.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original sport, 4 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Midas Touch’
H. ‘Twizzler’ K. & O. Elchuk (ONIR)
Plant: 26 in. (66 cm) diameter; 13 in. (33 cm) high; mound-like; fast
growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein pairs,
dark blue-green, heavily rippled, dull on top, glaucous bloom underneath, lance with a tapered base, moderately folded, moderately
wavy, petiole reddish purple.
Scape: 28 to 32 in. (71.1 to 81.3 cm) tall, glaucous purple.
Flower: 2.75 in. (7 cm) long, pale purple, striping, tubular, Cobourg,
Ont., Canada, 7/25-8/1 -8/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green and purple.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Cobourg, Ont., Canada.
Notable Characteristics: narrow, heavily rippled leaves with purple
petioles and dark purple glaucous scapes.
Parentage: (H. ‘Curly Fries’ × unknown)
Seasonal Color: changes to dark green.
.

H. ‘Tyler John’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR).
Plant: 31 in. (78.7 cm) diameter; 24 in. (61 cm) high; upright.
Leaf: 10 in. (25.4 cm) long; 5.25 in. (13.3 cm) wide; 11 vein pairs,
streaked blue, green, and yellow, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on
top, glaucous bloom underneath, ovate with a rounded base, lightly
twisted, lightly folded, lightly wavy, moderately corrugated.
Scape: 30 to 34 in. (76.2 to 86.4 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2.25 in. (5.7 cm) long, near white, tubular, Colesburg, IA,
7/1-7/22-8/5.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod streaked.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Notable Characteristics: powdery blue spring color and streaking,
good breeder.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: blue greens up as season progresses.
H. ‘Valley’s Big Freeze’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 74.75 in. (189.9 cm) diameter; 55.125 in. (140 cm) high;
mound-like; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 21.25 in. (54 cm) long; 13.75 in. (34.9 cm) wide; 15 to 18 vein
pairs, intensely blue-green, flat, glaucous bloom on top, slightly
shiny underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly folded,
lightly wavy, very flat.
Scape: 55.125 to 63 in. (140 to 160 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Zwolle, Holland, 6/1-8/1.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 8 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: giant hosta with big blue leaves.
Parentage: (H. ‘Empress Wu’ × unknown)
Seasonal Color: blue stays long into the growing season.
.

H. ‘Valley’s Bossanova’
J. Linneman (ONIR).
Plant: 17.75 in. (45.1 cm) diameter; 21.625 in. (54.9 cm) high; upright; slow growth rate.
Leaf: 10.625 in. (27 cm) long; 7.125 in. (18.1 cm) wide; 8 vein
pairs, dark green, heavy ripples, very shiny on top, dull underneath,
ovate with a rounded base, lightly twisted, deeply wavy, lightly corrugated, very flat.
Scape: 27.5 to 31.5 in. (69.9 to 80 cm) tall, green with purple dots
on the bottom.
Flower: 1.625 in. (4.1 cm) long, medium lavender, tubular, Zwolle,
Holland, 7/5 -8/1 -8/20.
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Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 5 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: dark green with prominent veins, leaves
grow upright and have a wavy margin.
Parentage: (H. ‘Uncle Albert’ × H. ‘One Man’s Treasure’)
H. ‘Valley’s Bull’s Eye’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 27.5 in. (69.9 cm) diameter; 21.625 in. (54.9 cm) high; upright; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 11.375 in. (28.9 cm) long; 5.875 in. (14.9 cm) wide; 7 vein
pairs, dark green, heavily rippled, very shiny on top and underneath,
ovate with a rounded base, lightly cupped, deeply wavy, moderately
flat.
Scape: 27.5 to 31.5 in. (69.9 to 80 cm) tall, green with red dots.
Flower: 1.375 in. (3.5 cm) long, pale purple, tubular, Zwolle, Holland, 8/15-9/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 6 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: glossy dark green, long leaves with a
wavy margin.
Parentage: (H. ‘One Man’s Treasure’ × H. ‘Ringtail’)
H. ‘Valley’s Cover Lady’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 13.75 in. (34.9 cm) diameter; 11.875 in (30.2 cm) high;
mound-like; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7.875 in. (20 cm) long; 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) wide; 8 vein pairs,
dark green, .5 to 1 in. (1.3 to 2.5 cm) wide, slightly rippled, pure
white margin, very shiny on top, glaucous bloom underneath, ovate
with a tapered base, moderately twisted, lightly folded, lightly wavy.
Scape: 15.75 to 19.75 in. (40 to 50.2 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1.125 in. (2.9 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Zwolle,
Holland, 8/15-9/20.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 6 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: sunfast, dark green leaf, thick substance
and soft white backs with a white margin.
Parentage: (H. ‘Tsuma Tajima’ × streaked H. ‘Mikawa-no-Yuki’)
Seasonal Color: margin starts dark yellow and turns to white during
spring.

Clump History: the original seedling, 6 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: leaves are very white-backed and have a
very wavy margin, leaf substance is good, leaves are hanging and
thick.
Parentage: (Valley’s H. pycnophylla seedling × Valley’s H. pycnophylla seedling)
Seasonal Color: blue in early spring, later soft green.
H. ‘Valley’s Dandy’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 19.625 in. (49.8 cm) diameter; 19.75 in. (50.2 cm) high; upright; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7.875 in. (20 cm) long; 4.75 in. (12.1 cm) wide; 8 vein pairs,
medium green, slightly rippled, very shiny on top, dull underneath,
ovate with a cordate base, lightly wavy, moderately flat, petiole dark
purple.
Scape: 23.625 to 31.5 in. (60 to 80 cm) tall, dark purple.
Flower: 1.625 in. (4.1 cm) long, deep purple, tubular, Zwolle, Holland, 8/10-9/10.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 6 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: petioles are extreme dark purple and runs
into the leaf veins.
Parentage: (H. ‘One Man’s Treasure’ × H. ‘Maya Kingsnake’)
H. ‘Valley’s Dolce Vita’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 35.375 in. (89.9 cm) diameter; 31.5 in. (80 cm) high; upright;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 13.75 in. (34.9 cm) long; 9.875 in. (25.1 cm) wide; 10 to 11
vein pairs, streaked with blue, green, yellow and white, flat, glaucous bloom on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate
base, very flat.
Scape: 47.25 to 51.25 in. (120 to 130.2 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, near white, tubular, Zwolle, Holland,
6/15-7/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod streaked.
Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: good streaked breeder.
Parentage: (H. ‘Valley’s Streaked Goose’ × unknown)

H. ‘Valley’s Crazy Diamonds’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 15.75 in. (40 cm) diameter; 11.75 in. (29.8 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 4.75 in. (12.1 cm) long; 4.375 in. (11.1 cm) wide; 8 vein
pairs, streaked green, yellow and white, slightly rippled, very shiny
on top, dull underneath, ovate with a cordate base, lightly cupped,
lightly wavy, petiole soft dotted purple.
Scape: 13.75 to 17.75 in. (34.9 to 45.1 cm) tall, green.
Flower: .75 in. (1.9 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Zwolle, Holland, 8/15-9/25.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod streaked.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: nice thick leaves and extremely streaked
in different colors.
Parentage: (H. ‘Tsuma Tajima’ × unknown)

H. ‘Valley’s First Bite’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 21.625 in. (54.9 cm) diameter; 23.625 in. (60 cm) high;
mound-like; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 11 in. (27.9 cm) long; 7.875 in. (20cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs,
light green, serrated, slightly shiny on top and underneath, broadly
ovate with a rounded base, moderately twisted, intensely wavy,
lightly flat.
Scape: 31.5 to 35.375 in. (80 to 89.9 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1.25 in. (3.2 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Zwolle, Holland, 8/1-9/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 5 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: very intensely serrated edge and the
leaves have white backs.
Parentage: (Valley’s H. pycnophylla seedling × Valley’s seedling)
Seasonal Color: gets a bit lighter green during the growing season .

H. ‘Valley’s Curly Wurly’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 43.25 in. (109.9 cm) diameter; 23.625 in. (60 cm) high;
mound-like; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 11.375 in. (28.9 cm) long; 8.25 in. (21cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein
pairs, medium blue-green, heavy ripples, dull on top and underneath,
broadly ovate with a rounded base, lightly cupped, lightly twisted,
lightly folded, intensely wavy.
Scape: 31.5 to 39.375 in. (80 to 100 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Zwolle, Holland,
7/1-7/20.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.

H. ‘Valley’s Goldstriker’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 15.75 in. (40 cm) diameter; 13.75 in. (34.9 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9.875 in. (25.1 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 7 vein pairs,
golden yellow, heavy ripples, glaucous bloom on top, dull underneath, lance with a rounded base, deeply wavy, lightly flat.
Scape: 27.5 to 31.5 in. (69.9 to 80 cm) tall, soft green.
Flower: 1.625 in. (4.1 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Zwolle,
Holland, 8/1-9/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 6 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
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Notable Characteristics: yellow-leaved H. kikutii F2 seedling with
a wavy margin and white backs.
Parentage: streaked H. ‘Mikawa-no-Yuki’ open pollinated
Seasonal Color: gold in spring, lightens with the growing season.
H. ‘Valley’s Ice Giant’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 43.25 in. (109.9 cm) diameter; 31.5 in. (80 cm) high; moundlike; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 15.75 in. (40 cm) long; 10.625 in. (27cm) wide; 11 vein pairs,
intensely blue-green, heavy ripples, glaucous bloom on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, deeply wavy, very flat.
Scape: 39.375 to 47.25 in. (100 to 120 cm) tall, blue-green.
Flower: 1.875 in. (4.7 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Zwolle,
Holland, 7/15-8/25.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 5 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: big hosta with blue ice-colored leaves and
a wavy margin, leaves also have white backs.
Parentage: (H. ‘Neptune’ × H. ‘Big John’)
Seasonal Color: starts green and then changes to ice blue.
H. ‘Valley’s Lemon Limbo’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 13.75 in. (34.9 cm) diameter; 9.875 in. (25.1 cm) high;
mound-like; slow growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 5.5 in. (14cm) wide; 6 vein pairs, golden
yellow, heavy ripples, slightly shiny on top, glaucous bloom underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly cupped, deeply
wavy, moderately flat.
Scape: 19.75 to 27.5 in. (50.2 to 69.9 cm) tall, dark red.
Flower: 1.125 in. (2.9 cm) long, pale purple, tubular, Zwolle, Holland, June 1 to July 15.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 5 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: lemon yellow hanging leaves with wavy
margins combined with dark red petioles and white-backed leaves.
Parentage: ((H. ‘Tequila Sunrise’ × H. pycnophylla) × H. ‘Mississippi River’)
Seasonal Color: golden yellow spring color of the leaves changes
during the growing season into medium green.
H. ‘Valley’s Love Birds’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 10.25 in. (26 cm) diameter;7.875 in. (20 cm) high; upright;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 5.875 in. (14.9 cm) long; 3.125 in. (7.9 cm) wide; 7 vein pairs,
yellow, heavy ripples, slightly shiny on top, glaucous bloom underneath, ovate with a cordate base, lightly twisted, deeply wavy, moderately corrugated.
Scape: 11.75 to 15.75 in. (29.8 to 40 cm) tall, red.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, deep purple, tubular, Zwolle, Holland,
7/20-8/25.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 5 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: small yellow H. pycnophylla-type, leaves
have a strong wavy margin, white backs, and purple petioles.
Parentage: (Valley’s H. pycnophylla seedling × unknown)
Seasonal Color: yellow lightens with the growing season.
H. ‘Valley’s Love Buzz’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 31.5 in. (80 cm) diameter; 25.625 in. (65.1 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 12.25 in. (31.1 cm) long; 10.625 in. (27cm) wide; 10 vein
pairs, medium blue-green, serrated, dull on top and underneath,
broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly cupped, lightly folded,
intensely wavy, lightly corrugated.
Scape: 39.375 to 47.25 in. (100 to 120 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1.375 in. (3.5 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Zwolle,
Holland, 7/1-7/20-8/10.
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Seed: does not set viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 5 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: blue with heavily wavy margins and white
backs.
Parentage: (Valley’s H. pycnophylla seedling × H. ‘Queen of the
Seas’)
Seasonal Color: stays blue a long time during the growing season .
H. ‘Valley’s Love Cats’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 43.25 in. (109.9 cm) diameter; 39.375 in. (100 cm) high;
upright; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 15 in. (38.1 cm) long; 9 in. (22.9 cm) wide; 13 vein pairs,
streaked with yellow, green and blue, flat, dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly twisted, lightly
wavy.
Scape: 47.25 to 55.125 in. (120 to 140 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1.25 in. (3.2 cm) long, near white, tubular, Zwolle, Holland,
6/12-6/27-7/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 7 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: big leaves, streaked and fertile, good
breeder for big streaked hostas.
Parentage: (H. ‘Helios’ × H. ‘Arc de Triomphe’)
H. ‘Valley’s Lucky Gambler’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 19.625 in. (49.8 cm) diameter; 13.75 in. (34.9 cm) high;
mound-like; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9.5 in. (24.1 cm) long; 4 in. (10.2 cm) wide; 7 vein pairs,
golden yellow, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top and underneath,
lance with a tapered base, lightly twisted, moderately wavy, rhubarblike red petioles.
Scape: 17.75 to 27.5 in. (45.1 to 69.9 cm) tall, dark red.
Flower: 1.625 in. (4.1 cm) long, deep purple, tubular, Zwolle, Holland, 7/10-8/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod reddish green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 5 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: yellow with good substance and rhubarblike red petioles.
Parentage: (H. ‘One Man’s Treasure’ × Valley’s H. kikuttii (K3)
seedling)
Seasonal Color: turns light green during the rest of the growing
season.
H. ‘Valley’s Magnum’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 47.125 in. (120 cm) diameter; 39.375 in. (100 cm) high; upright; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 18.5 in. (47 cm) long; 11.375 in. (28.9 cm) wide; 9 to 11 vein
pairs, intensely blue-green, heavy ripples, dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly cupped, deeply
wavy, lightly corrugated.
Scape: 51.25 to 55.125 in. (130.2 to 140 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, near white, soft purple striping, tubular,
Zwolle, Holland, 6/1-6/20-7/20.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod blue-green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 6 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: blue leaf, thick leaf substance, white
backs, a wavy margin and huge leaves.
Parentage: (H. ‘Empress Wu’ × unknown)
Seasonal Color: blue gets green during the growing season.
H. ‘Valley’s Paparazzi’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 27.5 in. (69.9 cm) diameter; 15.75 in. (40 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 5.125 in. (13cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs,
intensely blue-green, .375 in. (1 cm) wide, slightly rippled, white
margin, glaucous bloom on top and underneath, ovate with a rounded base, moderately flat.
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Scape: 23.625 to 27.5 in. (60 to 69.9 cm) tall, blue-green.
Flower: 2.25 in. (5.7 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Zwolle, Holland, 7/1-7/20.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: the original sport, 5 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: purple petioles, blue leaves with a nice
white margin.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Deane’s Dream’
Seasonal Color: margin starts yellow and becomes white during the
growing season.
H. ‘Valley’s Pavlova’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 13.75 in. (34.9 cm) diameter; 11.75 in. (29.8 cm) high; upright; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7.875 in. (20 cm) long; 3 in. (7.6 cm) wide; 7 vein pairs, yellow, heavily rippled, dull on top and underneath, lance, deeply
wavy, moderately flat, purple petiole color runs into leaf veins
Scape: 15.75 to 17.75 in. (40 to 45.1 cm) tall, purple.
Flower: .75 in. (1.9 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Zwolle, Holland, July 15 to Aug 15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod light green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 Clump, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: purple petioles, white backs, wavy margin, yellow leaves, and the purple goes into the leaves.
Parentage: (H. pycnophylla seedling × H. Tequila Sunrise’)
H. ‘Valley’s Ratatouille’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 15.75 in. (40 cm) diameter; 11.75 in. (29.8 cm) high; upright;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7.875 in. (20 cm) long; 6.75 in. (17.1 cm) wide; 10 vein pairs,
streaked blue and white, flat, glaucous bloom on top and underneath,
broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly wavy, petiole soft purple.
Scape: 19.75 to 27.5 in. (50.2 to 69.9 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Zwolle, Holland,
June 1 to July 15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod streaked green.
Clump History: original seedling, 10 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: good breeder with chalky medium-sized
blue-streaked leaves with white backs.
Parentage: (Streaked sport of H. ‘Fragrant Blue’ × H. pycnophylla)
H. ‘Valley’s Red Scorpion’
J. Linneman (ONIR).
Plant: 35.375 in. (89.9 cm) diameter; 27.5 in. (69.9 cm) high; upright; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 7.125 in. (18.1 cm) wide; 7 vein pairs,
medium green, slightly rippled, slightly shiny on top and underneath,
ovate with a rounded base, moderately twisted, deeply folded, moderately wavy.
Scape: 31.5 to 35.375 in. (80 to 89.9 cm) tall, red.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, pale purple, tubular, Zwolle, Holland,
8/1-9/15.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod red.
Clump History: the original seedling, 4 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: big elegant hosta with green wavy leaves,
red of the petioles runs far into the leaves and veins.
Parentage: (Valley’s seedling × Valley’s seedling)
Seasonal Color: red of the petioles disappears during the growing
season.
H. ‘Valley’s Space Cowboy’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 19.625 in. (49.8 cm) diameter; 19.75 in. (50.2 cm) high; upright; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 7.5 in. (19.1 cm) long; 5.125 in. (13cm) wide; 10 vein pairs,
intensely blue-green, heavy ripples, dull on top and underneath,
broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly cupped, lightly twisted,
lightly folded, deeply wavy, lightly corrugated, lightly flat.
Scape: 27.5 to 31.5 in. (69.9 to 80 cm) tall, purple.
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Flower: 1.625 in. (4.1 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Zwolle,
Holland, June 1 to July 15.
Seed: does not set seed, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 8 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: blue leaves with white backs and purpledotted petioles, good leaf substance.
Parentage: (H. ‘Reptilian’ × H. ‘Valley’s Vanilla Sticks’)
H. ‘Valley’s Witness’
J. Linneman (ONIR)
Plant: 15.75 in. (40 cm) diameter; 11.875 in. (30.2 cm) high;
mound-like; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 7.125 in. (18.1 cm) long; 4.75 in. (12.1 cm) wide; 8 vein pairs,
dark green, slightly rippled, very shiny on top, dull underneath,
broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly cupped, deeply wavy, dark
red petioles.
Scape: 15.75 to 23.625 in. (40 to 60 cm) tall, dark red.
Flower: 1.625 in. (4.1 cm) long, deep purple, tubular, Zwolle, Holland, 8/20-9/20.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod green.
Clump History: the original seedling, 6 years old, Zwolle, Holland.
Notable Characteristics: dark green shiny leaves; dark red petioles.
Parentage: (H. ‘One Man’s Treasure’ × H. pycnophylla seedling)
H. ‘Wedding Belle Blues’
K. & O. Elchuk (ONIR)
Plant: 24 in. (61 cm) diameter; 10 in. (25.4 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 6 in. (15.2 cm) long; 4.75 in. (12.1 cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs,
streaked blue-green, green and yellow, flat, dull on top, glaucous
bloom underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly wavy,
lightly corrugated, petiole streaked blue-green and green yellow.
Scape: 20 to 25 in. (50.8 to 63.5 cm) tall, greenish red.
Flower: 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) long, near white, tubular, Cobourg, Ont.,
Canada, 7/1-7/15-7/26.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Cobourg, Ont., Canada.
Notable Characteristics: streaky blue, green and yellow.
Parentage: (streaked sport of H. ‘Blue Belle’ × unknown)
Seasonal Color: lightens (bleaches) over the season.
H. ‘Witten Lodge’
M. Gilligan (ONIR)
Plant: 46 in. (116.8 cm) diameter; 35 in. (88.9 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 12 in. (30.5 cm) long; 9 in. (22.9 cm) wide; 12 to 14 vein
pairs, slightly blue-green, slightly rippled, glaucous bloom on top
and underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, moderately corrugated, petiole arching.
Scape: 37 to 40 in. (94 to 101.6 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 2 in. (5.1 cm) long, near white, translucent edge, tubular,
Geraldine S.C., New Zealand, 2/28-3/12-3/30.
Seed: sets seeds, viability is unknown, pod grayish green.
Clump History: original seedling, 11 years old, Geraldine S.C.,
New Zealand.
Notable Characteristics: stately, wavy, medium blue-green.
Parentage: H. ‘Frances Williams’ open pollinated
H. ‘Wonderful Life’
P. de Rooij (ONIR)
Plant: 15.25 in. (38.7 cm) diameter; 8.5 in. (21.6 cm) high; moundlike; medium growth rate.
Leaf: 5.125 in. (13 cm) long; 3 in. (7.6 cm) wide; 5 vein pairs, intensely blue-green with golden yellow streaks, slightly rippled, dull
on top and underneath, ovate with a rounded base, lightly twisted,
moderately wavy, petiole streaked.
Scape: 11.375 to 15 in. (28.9 to 38.1 cm) tall, slightly blue-green
with greenish white streaks.
Flower: 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) long, pale lavender, tubular, Sprundel, The
Netherlands, 7/11-7/23-8/14.
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Seed: sets viable seed, pod medium blue-green with greenish white
streaks.
Clump History: original seedling, 6 years old, Sprundel, The Netherlands.
Notable Characteristics: intensely colored streak pattern.
Parentage: (Streaked sport of H. ‘Grey Cole’ × H. ‘Kifukurin
Ubatake’)
Seasonal Color: golden yellow streaks turn lighter.
H. ‘Yukon Gold’
D. & J. Ward (ONIR)
Plant: 24 in. (61 cm) diameter; 20 in. (50.8 cm) high; mound-like;
medium growth rate.
Leaf: 9 in. (22.9 cm) long; 7 in. (17.8 cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein pairs,
golden yellow, flat, dull on top and underneath, broadly ovate with a
cordate base, flat.
Scape: 30 in. (76.2 cm) tall, green.
Flower: 1 in. (2.5 cm) long, pale lavender, bell, Bellville, OH, 7/157/30-8/8.
Seed: seed set unknown, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 4 years old, Bellville, OH.
Notable Characteristics: bright golden yellow leaves.
Parentage: (H. ‘Fat Cat’ × unknown)
H. ‘Zest of Lemon’
R. Hackbarth (ONIR)
Plant: 42 in. (106.7 cm) diameter; 16 in. (40.6 cm) high; upright to
mound, medium growth rate.
Leaf: 8.5 in. (21.6 cm) long; 5.25 in. (13.3 cm) wide; 11 vein pairs,
light green, slightly rippled, golden yellow margin, slightly shiny on
top, dull underneath, broadly ovate with a cordate base, lightly folded, lightly wavy, lightly corrugated.
Scape: 26 to 30 in. (66 to 76.2 cm) tall, greenish red.
Flower: 1.75 in. (4.4 cm) long, pale lavender, darker lavender striping, tubular, Colesburg, IA, 6/25-7/15-7/27.
Seed: sets viable seed, pod green.
Clump History: original seedling, 5 years old, Colesburg, IA.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: yellow darkens as season progresses.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Corrections and Additions:
H. ‘Dahlonga’ (2014) – was registered with a typographical error in
the name and should have been registered as H. ‘Dahlonega’.
H. ‘Mama Mia’ (2009) – was registered as ‘Mama Mia’ but has
been incorrectly listed in the Online Registry and the Cumulative
Index as H. ‘Mamma Mia’.
H. ‘Rendevous’ (2014) was registered with a typographical error in
the name and should have been registered as H. ‘Rendezvous’.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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H. ‘Hanky Panky’

PP16217

H. ‘Heat Wave’

ECBR

H. ‘High Society’

PP17313

9/18/2025

H. ‘Hollywood Lights’

PP17296

10/11/2025

ECBRAF

H. ‘Holy Mouse Ears’

ECBR

PPAF

H. ‘Host Sun 08’

PP21730

H. ‘American Icon’

PP17441

H. ‘Hudson Bay’

PP23598, CPBRAF

H. ‘American Sweetheart’

ECBR

H. ‘Independence’

PP17044

H. ‘Anne’

PP10661

8/29/2017

H. ‘Ivory Queen’

PPAF

H. ‘Aquamarine’

PP22627

11/13/2030

H. ‘Journey’s End’

H. ‘Aristocrat’

PP11286

5/11/2018

H. ‘June Fever’

PP16895
CPBR, ECBR,
PP15340

H. ‘Atlantis’

ECBR, PP17093

4/28/2025

H. ‘June’

ECBR

H. ‘Autumn Frost’

PP23224, CPBRAF

5/23/2031

H. ‘June Spirit’

PP25593

12/7/2033

H. ‘Beckoning’

PP18371

3/23/2026

H. ‘Justine’

PP21624, ECBR

1/11/2028

H. ‘Ben Vernooij’

PP24009, ECBRAF

8/1/2031

H. ‘Karin’

8/22/2020

H. ‘Blue Circle’

PP12663

ECBR

H. ‘Lady Guineverre’**

PP15591

H. ‘Blue Cups’

PPAF

H. ‘Liberty’

ECBR, PP12531

H. ‘Blue Ivory’

PP19623

6/30/2027

H. ‘Little Jay’

PP19539

H. ‘Bridal Falls’

PP25594

12/26/2033

H. ‘Little Treasure’

1/20/2029

H. ‘Bright Star’

ECBR, PP21210

ECBRAF, PP25231

6/8/2033

H. ‘Lonesome Dove’

PP17294

10/6/2025

H. ‘Cat and Mouse’

PP20862

12/17/2028

H. ‘Loyalist’

ECBR

H. ‘Cathedral Windows’

PP17295

9/14/2025

H. ‘Lucky Mouse’

ECBR

H. ‘Christmas Candy’

ECBR

H. ‘Magic Fire’

ECBR, PP17524

H. ‘Clifford’s Stingray’

PP17279

9/22/2025

H. ‘Mini Skirt’

PPAF

H. ‘Clovelly’

PP20612

8/1/2028

H. ‘MonLisa’

PP25958

H. ‘Coast to Coast’

PPAF, CPBRAF

H. ‘Moonstruck’

ECBR

H. ‘Color Festival’

PP23770

H. ‘Mourning Dove’

PP17311

10/2/2024

H. ‘Cool as a Cucumber’

PPAF

H. ‘Neptune’

PP19674

12/28/2027

H. ‘Dancing in the Rain’

PP15977

8/26/2024

H. ‘Old Glory’

PP12503

12/3/2019

H. ‘Dancing Stars’

PP22611

11/2/2030

H. ‘Orange Marmalade’

PP16742

12/28/2024

H. ‘Desert Mouse’

ECBR

H. ‘Orange Star’

PP22384, ECBR

H. ‘Diamonds Are Forever’

PP26011

H. ‘Paradise Island’

PP20798, ECBR

H. ‘Earth Angel’

ECBR

H. ‘Paradise Joyce’

PP12119

8/22/2020

H. ‘Eclipse’

1/21/2033

H. ‘Paradise Power’

PP12117

8/22/2020

12/6/2022

H. ‘Pineapple Punch’

PP18318

5/30/2026

H. ‘Pocketful of Sunshine’

PP23709

12/8/2031

H. ‘Empress Wu’

PP24625
CPBR, ECBR,
PP14632
ECBR, CPBR,
PP20744

H. ‘Prairie Sky’

PP17309

9/22/2025

H. ‘Eskimo Pie’

PP16290

2/3/2025

H. ‘Purple Heart’

PP22725

11/12/2030

H. ‘Eye Declare’

PP18466

9/1/2026

H. ‘Rainbow’s End’

PP17251

9/29/2025

H. ‘Fireworks’
H. ‘First Blush’

PP16062
PPAF

12/25/2023

H. ‘Raspberry Sundae’

PP22895

11/10/2030

H. ‘Regal Supreme’

PP19818

1/24/2028

H. ‘Forbidden Fruit’

PP24001, ECBR

10/15/2031

H. ‘Regality’

ECBR

H. ‘Forest Fire’

PP17644

10/13/2025

H. ‘Remember Me’

ECBR

H. ‘Fragrant Queen’

ECBR, PP19508

H. ‘Revolution’

ECBR

H. ‘Frosted Mouse Ears’

ECBR

H. ‘Rhino Hide’

PP23665

H. ‘Golden Meadows’

ECBR

H. ‘Risky Business’

ECBR

H. ‘Goodness Gracious’

PP23081

4/27/2031

H. ‘Roy Klehm’

PP19647

H. ‘Grand Marquee’

PP15961

7/12/2024

H. ‘Royal Standard’

PP2467

H. ‘Great Escape’

ECBR, PP19001

3/20/2027

H. ‘Royal Wedding’

PPAF

H. ‘Hands Up’

PP23989, ECBR

7/15/2031

H. ‘Secret Ambition’

ECBR, PP19507

Cultivar Name
H. ‘Alakazaam’
H. ‘American Hero’
H. ‘Amalia’
H. ‘Ambrosia’

H. ‘El Niño’
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Legal Protections
PP22342
PP23587

PP
Expiration
Date
7/1/2030
10/13/2031

4/30/2025

11/23/2031

1/1/2034

11/17/2028

1/31/2028

2/26/2025

7/15/2029
12/26/2031
5/20/2024
4/11/2025
2/2/2024

2/10/2024
11/17/2019
2/9/2027

8/15/2025
3/20/2034

8/7/2030
3/2/2027

7/1/2030
12/28/2027
expired
1/31/2028
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PLANT PATENTS, PLANT BREEDER’S RIGHTS AND ESTABLISHMENT
H. ‘Secret Treasure’

ECBR, PP22789

11/5/2030

H. ‘Seducer’

PP22413

7/22/2032

H. ‘Silk Road’

PP19835

2/14/2028

H. ‘Singing in the Rain’

PP19565

7/30/2027

H. ‘Sleeping Star’

ECBRAF, PP25280

H. ‘Solar Flare’

PP7046

H. ‘Sparkler’

PP25399

H. ‘Stitch in Time’

PP18061

1/17/2026

H. ‘Tattoo’

PP11603

12/28/2018

H. ‘Thunderbolt’

PP14232

12/11/2021

H. ‘Time Tunnel’

PP16435

4/3/2025

H. ‘Titanic’

PP12402

12/3/2019

H. ‘Touch of Class’

PP13080

12/3/2019

H. ‘Tropical Dancer’

ECBR, PP21206

H. ‘Twilight’

PP14040

H. ‘Volcano Island’

6/9/2033
expired
8/22/2033

1/17/2029
10/14/2017

PP24009, ECBR

8/1/2031

H. ‘Wheee!’

CPBRAF, PP23565

4/19/2031

H. ‘White Triumphator’

PP12662

8/22/2020

H. plantaginea Gold Margin
(H. ‘Heaven Scent’)

PP8016

expired

H. plantaginea White Margin (H. ‘White Shoulders’)

PP8015

expired

CPBR = Canadian Plant Breeder’s Rights granted
CPBRAF = Canadian Plant Breeder’s Rights Applied For
ECBR = European Community Plant Breeder’s Rights granted
ECBRAF = European Community Plant Breeder’s Rights Applied For
PP = Plant Patent granted
PPAF =Plant Patent Applied For
Bold faced cultivar names are also registered. Those not in bold
face, have not been registered with the ICRA for the Genus Hosta.
** It should be noted that although registered as H. 'Lady Guinevere', it is
spelled H. 'Lady Guineverre' on the patent.

Additional Notes:
H. ‘Diamonds are Forever’ – ‘Diamonds are Forever’ is
the registered name. However, ‘Diamonds Are Forever’
(upper case “A”) is the patented name.
H. ‘Eclipse’ - ‘Eclipse’ is the registered name. However,
‘ECLIPSE’ (all upper case letters) is the patented name.
H. ‘El Niño’ - ‘El Niño’ is the registered name. However,
‘El Nino’ (without the tilde) is the patented name.
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REGISTRATION OF HOSTA CULTIVARS

Minimum requirements for registration are:






This form with bold-faced items completed in their entirety
One digital photograph of the clump, with discernible leaf
detail
Written permission from the originator (if other than the
registrant)
$5 registration fee per cultivar name. Make check(s) payable to “The American Hosta Society”

Mail required items to:
Hosta Registrar
Gayle Hartley Alley
33001 E 155th Street
Pleasant Hill, MO 64080-9365

Optional but recommended:



Additional digital photo(s)
showing leaf and flower details

or email to:
HostaRegistry@gmail.com

Questions can be answered by calling (816) 697-2007 or emailing GiboshiGayle@gmail.com
Feel free to photocopy this form, or visit http://www.hostaregistrar.org for additional copies.
Terms used on this form can be found in The American Hosta Society Glossary of Terms
http://www.hostaregistrar.org/hosta_terminology.html
Registrations received by November 1 will be included in that year’s registration publication.

Please Note: Un-established cultivar names submitted for registration do not become established until they are published in the Registrations supplement of The Hosta Journal, accompanied by their
description. However, cultivar names can become established outside this avenue by being published
elsewhere prior to the publication date of the Registrations supplement (which could potentially negate your registration).
Key A – Flowering period(s)
Northern Hemisphere

Southern Hemisphere

Key B – Leaf Colors

light green
medium green
dark green

slightly blue-green
medium blue-green
intensely blue-green
greenish-white
creamy white
pure white
white speckling

AN = before June 1

AS = before Dec 1

BN = June 1 – July 15

BS = Dec 1 – Jan 15

CN = July 15 – Aug 15

CS = Jan 15 – Feb 15

greenish-yellow
pale yellow
yellow
golden yellow

DN = Aug 15 – Oct 1

DS = Feb 15 – April 1

green speckling

EN = after Oct 1

ES = after April 1

streaked with _______ (enter color from above)
mottled with ________(enter color from above)

The Hosta Journal
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REGISTRATION OF HOSTA

CULTIVARS

Registrant Information
CULTIVAR NAME:
Registrant Name:

Phone:

Email:

State:

ZIP Code:

Street Address:
City:

Enter names below only if different from the “Registrant”
Introducer:

Originator:

Nominant (Namer):

General Information
All Measurements presented on this application are in:

Inches

Centimeters

Is the cultivar being grown or sold under a different name or designation?
detailed explanation.

Has this cultivar name ever been published?
date(s).

Is the cultivar a Sport?

Yes No (circle one)

(circle one)

Yes No (circle one)

If yes, provide

If yes, provide publication name(s) [catalogs included] and

Yes No (circle one) If yes --> Parent Name:

Is the cultivar a Seedling? Yes No (circle one) If yes enter parentage below.
Pod Parent:

Pollen Parent:

The clump described is ____ years old and is (circle all that apply on line below)
original seedling

original sport

(enter number ) __ generation division

The clump was obtained from ______ (enter 1, 2 or 3)

1) A Nursery

tissue cultured

unknown history

2) Other Source _________________________

3) The Originator (select this only if the Originator is different from the Registrant above)

The clump described is growing in (city/state/country):
What diagnostic characteristics make this cultivar unique from other hostas? describe below)

Plant Patent or Breeder’s Rights
Is (or will) there be a patent, or Breeders Rights, applied for?
If you circled “Yes” complete any applicable field(s) below.

Yes No (circle one)

Country:

Application #

Date:

Country:

Pat. Pending

Date:

Country:

Patent #

Date:

Country:

Breeder’s Rights #

Date:

Plant Details
Plant Habit:

Upright

Mound

Rhizomatous

Growth Rate:

Slow

Medium

Fast

Plant Width:
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(circle one)

(circle one)

Plant Height:
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Leaf Details

Leaf Color (choose from Key B on page 1, or from a recognized color authority such as the Royal Horticultural Society color
chart). If leaf is a single color, enter under “Center Color”
Center Color:

Margin Color:

Margin Width:

Seasonal Color Change (describe, if applicable)

Is variegation relatively stable?

Yes

Leaf Width:

Leaf Length:

No (circle one)

How many years?

If yes -->

Number of Vein Pairs (range):

Unique Petiole [leaf stalk] Characteristics (describe)

(circle one)

Margin Appearance:

Flat

Slightly Rippled

Heavily Rippled

Leaf Texture (top surface):

Dull

Slightly Shiny

Very Shiny

Glaucous Bloom

(circle one)

Leaf Texture (bottom surface):

Dull

Slightly Shiny

Very Shiny

Glaucous Bloom

(circle one)

Is leaf relatively flat? Yes No (circle one) If “No” use the modifiers at right
to describe any applicable leaf characteristics below.
____ Cupped

Leaf Shape:
Leaf Base:

____ Twisted

Lance

[L]ightly [M]oderately [D]eeply [I]ntensely

____ Folded

Elliptic

Ovate

Tapered

Serrated

____ Wavy

Broadly Ovate

Flat

____ Corrugated

Nearly Round

(select one)

Rounded

(select one)

Heart –Shaped [cordate]

Flower, Scape & Pod Details
Flower Period: AN BN CN DN EN AS BS CS DS ES (circle one ) (for explanation of codes see Key A on page 1)
Flower Color:

White

Near White

Pale Lavender

Scape Height: _______ to ________ (range)
Scape Leaves [bracts] at maturity?

Yes

Bloom Time Start: ____/____ (month/day)

No

Medium Lavender

Pale Purple

Scape Color:
(circle one)

Other_______ (circle one)

Deep Purple

Flower Length:
Is there significant fragrance?

Bloom Time Peak: ____/____ (month/day)

Yes

No

(circle one)

Bloom Time Finish: ____/____ (month/day)

Flower Color Patterns (striping, translucent margins, etc.. Please describe):

Flower Shape:

Tubular

Bell

Does it set seed? Yes No (circle one) If yes -->

Spider

Closed

Double

Is the seed viable? Yes No (circle one)

Other ______ (select one)
Seed Pod Color:

- - REGISTRAR USE ONLY - Registration Received:

Date:

Registered (or Rejected):

Date:

Name Reserved:

Date:
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